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FOREWORD

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has recently released its latest findings in its Fifth Assessment Report. It concluded that global warming is unequivocal, human influence on the climate system is clear and limiting climate change will require substantial and sustained reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. At a time when multilateral action on climate change is progressing slowly and observers anxiously await the 2015 deadline to reach a new global climate deal, many countries are implementing unilateral mitigation measures. Emissions trading schemes are one popular example.

Parallel to this development, a new phenomenon is emerging: the linkage between different domestic emissions trading schemes. The European Union is a pioneer in the linkage of emissions trading schemes. To date, the bloc has established a link with Norway and is finalizing links with Switzerland and Australia.

Linkage offers many advantages, like greater cost-efficiency, enhanced market liquidity, and, potentially, a lower risk of carbon leakage. However, the gains come at a cost, most evidently a loss of regulatory control. Not only does a country expose itself to developments in the other carbon market, linkage also requires adaptations in the domestic schemes in order to achieve sufficient compatibility between the linking schemes.

Linkage between emissions trading schemes has now been discussed for several years, and a good body of literature exists on the merits, demerits, and requirements for linkage. Building on this largely theoretical literature, this paper contributes to the discussion with a practical perspective and concrete policy recommendations. The authors provide an analysis of current linkage cases between the European Union and third-party countries to draw lessons from the experience to date. This insight is then applied to assess the options and make recommendations for the creation of a linked carbon market between the European Union and South Korea.

The South Korean emissions trading scheme will start in 2015. Policymakers are currently in the final design stages, and some crucial decisions remain to be taken. It is therefore a good time for policymakers to reflect on the linkage question. Considering linkage early on can influence key features of the scheme and facilitate future linkages - not only with the European Union, but also with other existing and emerging emissions trading schemes. This paper offers important insights into a potential link between the emissions trading schemes in the European Union and South Korea by comparing the systems' main features and identifying challenges and opportunities.

Linkage between emissions trading schemes can play a role in initiating more cooperation on climate change between countries. In the context of the growing emergence of emissions trading schemes, linkage has the potential to create a network of interlinked schemes and can therefore help advance international climate change cooperation.

I hope that the findings of this paper will contribute to the debate about the linkage of emissions trading schemes and help policymakers in countries with existing and emerging schemes identify the potential for and the impacts of linkage. At the international level, I hope that this paper will stimulate further discussion about the role of emissions trading schemes in climate policy cooperation.

Together with the authors, I warmly invite you to read the paper and to provide us with comments and feedback.

Ricardo Meléndez-Ortiz
Chief Executive, ICTSD
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Emissions trading schemes (ETSs) are continuing to emerge as a popular climate policy tool as countries look for cost-effective solutions to curb greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In theory, companies with relatively low abatement costs will emit less and sell surplus emissions on the carbon market, whereas companies with high abatement costs will purchase allowances to cover their emissions. As a result, emissions reductions are undertaken in the most cost-effective way.

South Korea is among the world’s top GHG emitting countries. While the country has no binding reduction commitment under the Kyoto Protocol, it has pledged to reduce its emissions by thirty percent relative to its projected 2020 business-as-usual (BAU) emissions. In order to achieve this reduction target, South Korea has decided to implement an ETS from January 2015.

Parallel to the growing number of ETSs, governments are starting to link or consider linking their respective ETSs. Emissions trading schemes therefore have the potential to play an important role in international climate change cooperation.

This paper analyses the possibilities for linking the carbon markets in the European Union (EU) and South Korea. It assesses elements of the South Korean ETS to determine which features have the potential to facilitate or prevent linkage with the EU ETS. The paper draws on lessons from previous linkage examples and makes recommendations for the South Korean case.

Linkage offers several advantages, such as economic efficiency gains; the creation of a broader, more liquid carbon market; a potentially lower risk of carbon leakage; a lock-in of the climate policy; and support for multilateral climate action via a bottom-up approach. However, linkage also comes with disadvantages, including distributional issues or a loss of regulatory control. Linkage further requires a certain degree of harmonization between some elements of the schemes. Policymakers might therefore have to align certain features of their ETSs. The differences in the design of ETSs largely affect the compromises that linkage would involve. In the end, the decision whether or not to link is a trade-off between the merits and demerits of linkage in light of a government’s priorities.

The decision will also be influenced by the form of linkage, which can be direct or indirect. Direct links require an active decision to accept the other system’s allowances and can be unilateral, bilateral or multilateral. A unilateral link is a one-way link whereby one system decides to recognize allowances from the other system for domestic compliance obligations, but not vice versa. Allowance trading will only take place if prices are higher in the system establishing the link. A bilateral link, on the other hand, is a two-way link requiring both systems to recognize each other’s allowances. The higher-price system will purchase allowances from the lower-price system until prices converge at an intermediate level. Multilateral links involve more than two systems. In addition, two systems that do not accept each other’s allowances can become indirectly linked through their respective linkage to a common third system.

Bi- and multilateral linkages require a certain degree of harmonization between the ETSs. Differences in some areas are unlikely to prevent linkage, including monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) rules; registry systems; provisions for new entrants and plant closures; banking rules; trading periods; and allocation methods. However, others have the potential to pose barriers, such as the stringency of emissions caps, penalty regimes, the eligibility of offset credits, cost containment measures, scope and coverage, and the use of absolute versus intensity targets.

The first linkages are starting to take place. The EU ETS has been linked with Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein - although this is a special case that some simply consider an extension of the EU
ETS. Switzerland and the EU are in the final stages of negotiating a link, and Australia and the EU have agreed to link their ETSs in July 2018 - although this depends on whether the Carbon Pricing Mechanism and planned ETS are repealed under Australia's new Prime Minister Tony Abbott.

Despite their differences, the Norwegian, Swiss, and Australian cases show some common trends and provide interesting practical insights into the linkage issue. They show that linkage requires that the key features of ETSs be sufficiently aligned. Enforcement measures, rules for the use of offset credits, cost containment measures, and scope and coverage are areas where the EU requires sufficient harmonization. However, the cases also show that linkage with the EU does not require complete harmonization, allowing for some differences to persist in the allocation mechanisms, MRV rules, the treatment of new entrants, and trading periods.

South Korea particularly stands to gain from linkage with the EU ETS because of its expected high carbon price. Linking with the EU could reduce the carbon cost for South Korean firms. A decrease in South Korea's allowance price could in turn help reduce its risk of carbon leakage. Given the absence of a binding reduction commitment under the Kyoto Protocol, linkage would further create an institutional lock-in, thereby sending important investment signals to covered businesses.

The EU ETS and the planned South Korean ETS have some similarities, which could facilitate linkage in the future. Both ETSs are designed as cap-and-trade systems with equally stringent MRV rules and aligned banking rules.

However, there are also differences, some of which have the potential to pose barriers to linkage. The South Korean plans contain provisions for the readjustment of allocations. While requests by South Korean firms for additional allowances from the reserve pool might lead to competitiveness concerns among their EU counterparts, such concerns would exist irrespective of linkage. The scope for such requests is further very restricted. More importantly, the EU is likely to be alarmed by the ability of the South Korean authorities to increase the total amount of available allowances under exceptional economic circumstances, since this would inflate the total number of allowances in the joint carbon market. Given the EU's recent proposal for the creation of a market stability reserve that would release or withdraw allowances to prevent significant price volatility, the South Korean provision might be less problematic. The conditions for such an overall allocation readjustment would, however, most likely have to be clearly defined.

Another unique and potentially problematic feature of the South Korean ETS concerns the ability of the Government to intervene with pre-defined market stabilization measures under specified circumstances to prevent significant price hikes and crashes. However, the controversy surrounding the EU's back-loading measure and the difficulty of passing this policy show that many in the EU oppose interventions in the carbon market. South Korea might, however, have a strong interest in controlling extreme price developments in both directions, pointing to its lack of a binding reduction commitment under the Kyoto Protocol and the EU's experience with price volatility. The South Korean market stabilization measures are therefore likely to prove contentious in linkage negotiations.

The wider scope and coverage of the South Korean ETS could pose another barrier. South Korea's plan to include three additional GHGs might be less problematic, since Australia also plans to include methane, which has not proven to be an obstacle for EU-Australian linkage negotiations. However, the coverage of indirect emissions under the South Korean ETS might prove more problematic. South Korea would certainly have to provide evidence of robust accounting methods to avoid double-counting and misallocating allowances. Scope and coverage could turn into a difficult issue if the EU is unwilling to accept an extended scope and coverage or if South Korea opposes a more limited approach.
Decisions on some scheme elements remain to be taken and could further complicate linkage. The penalty regime could pose a barrier if South Korea does not impose a requirement on non-compliant businesses to surrender missing allowances in addition to paying the fine. In the absence of such a requirement, the price cap on the fine would effectively form a price ceiling for allowances in the joint carbon market.

The issue of international offsets might pose a problem for South Korea, since linkage would lead to the propagation of the EU’s offset rules into South Korea, which plans to impose tighter quantitative offset limits and has yet to decide on the acceptance of Kyoto credits. However, the situation could change completely given the EU’s recent announcement that emissions reductions from 2020 will have to be achieved through domestic actions alone, effectively banning international offsets from its ETS.

South Korea might further face an undesired propagation of borrowing rules into its own scheme. While it plans to limit the borrowing of allowances at ten percent of a company’s compliance obligations, the EU’s implicit borrowing regulation has no quantitative restrictions. Linkage between the two schemes would extend the EU’s more generous regulation to South Korea.

Linkage between the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS would likely require the latter to align several key features. Previous experience shows that the EU does not implement any changes. Instead, its linkage partners have to work towards sufficient harmonization by aligning their schemes with the EU ETS. As a larger carbon market, South Korea might, however, be able to obtain some concessions, for example regarding scope and coverage.

South Korean policymakers should clearly assess their interest in a link with the EU ETS, as well as the likely benefits and disadvantages it would involve. This could help South Korea take measures to facilitate linkage in the future, either by developing some elements more closely in line with the EU ETS or by identifying a road map to do so in the future.

It is particularly recommended that South Korea and the EU enter a transparent and open dialogue early on in order to specify expectations, requirements, and barriers. This can provide parties with a clearer picture of opportunities and challenges. As the Australian case proves, such an engagement can start even before the ETS is implemented. Prior to a full bilateral link, South Korea could also establish a unilateral link to the EU ETS, just like Norway had done. This would allow the country to achieve some key benefits while its scheme is not yet fully prepared for a two-way link.
1. INTRODUCTION

A growing number of countries are developing and implementing ETSs in an effort to curb GHG emissions. Emissions trading schemes generally take the form of cap-and-trade systems. This means that a cap is in place to limit total emissions and permits - or allowances - for emitting GHGs are allocated to covered entities. Participating firms can freely trade these allowances on a carbon market. Alternatively, ETSs can be designed as baseline-and-credit systems. In this case, firms are rewarded with emissions reduction credits for emissions that fall below their performance targets - or baselines. The discussion in this paper focuses on cap-and-trade systems.

Emissions trading schemes are a market-based policy tool aimed at cutting emissions in a cost-effective manner. In theory, cost-efficiency can be obtained as reductions are undertaken by firms with relatively low abatement costs, whereas firms with higher abatement costs will instead purchase additional allowances. Emissions reductions therefore take place where the cost of doing so is lowest.

The EU was the first party of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to implement an ETS to curb GHG emissions back in 2005. It was intended to help the EU fulfil its Kyoto commitment of reducing GHG emissions by eight percent below 1990 levels in the period of 2008-12. The EU ETS is currently the largest and most significant ETS.

Alongside the growing number of ETSs, linkage between domestic ETSs is starting to take place. The EU ETS has implemented or agreed to linkages with several schemes and has a strong interest in establishing further linkages. In 2009, the EU stated its ambition to create an OECD-wide carbon market through linkage to comparable cap-and-trade systems and to extend this to major emerging economies by 2020 with the aim of creating a global carbon market.

To date, the EU ETS has been linked with the three member states of the European Economic Area and European Free Trade Association (EEA-EFTA). The link was, however, not established through the EU’s linkage provision, but through the adoption of the EU’s ETS Directive by these three states. The EU ETS is in fact now seen as comprising the twenty-eight EU member states plus Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway. This raises the question of whether the EEA-EFTA case should be considered an example of linkage or simply participation in an already existing scheme. Although the literature is divided on this issue, we consider the Norwegian case an example of linkage for the purpose of this paper. Negotiations to link the EU ETS with the Swiss ETS are currently under way and expected to be concluded before summer 2014. Finally, in a move towards the first intercontinental link, the EU and Australia have reached an agreement to link their respective schemes. However, the EU-Australian link depends on whether the planned ETS is scrapped under Australia’s new Prime Minister Tony Abbott.

Linkage offers several advantages, such as economic efficiency gains; the creation of a broader, more liquid carbon market; and support for multilateral climate action via a bottom-up approach. However, linkage also comes with disadvantages, including distributional issues or a loss of regulatory control. Linkage further requires a certain degree of harmonization between some scheme elements. Policymakers might therefore find themselves in a situation where they have to align certain features of their ETS with the other scheme. The differences in the design of schemes largely affect the compromises that linkage would involve. In the end, the decision whether or not to link is a trade-off between the merits and demerits of linkage. These need to be seen in light of a government’s priorities.
The potential for a linked EU-Korean carbon market

South Korea, which is among the top global GHG emitting countries, has decided to introduce an ETS to curb emissions in major industrial sectors. The scheme will become operational on 1 January 2015. While South Korea has no obligations to reduce GHG emissions under the Kyoto Protocol, in 2012 it passed a bill that paves the way for the introduction of an ETS in an effort to help South Korea achieve new economic growth through the transition towards a low-carbon society.¹¹

The possibility of future linkages has already entered South Korean debates on the ETS. The potential of some design features to pose barriers to linkage makes it worthwhile to consider possible future linkages of the South Korean scheme early on. The size of the EU ETS, combined with its strong interest and first experience in linkage, makes the EU an interesting linkage partner. Assessing the possible linkage of the South Korean ETS with the EU ETS therefore serves as a good starting point.

Purpose and outline of the paper

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the possibilities for a linked EU-Korean carbon market. It will specifically assess elements of the South Korean ETS to determine which features have the potential to facilitate or prevent linkage with the EU ETS. The paper will draw on lessons from previous linkage examples and make recommendations for the South Korean case. This can serve to inform policymakers involved in the design of the South Korean scheme by helping them to identify their interest in linkage with the EU ETS and make decisions that would facilitate linkage in the future.

The paper first introduces the concept of ETSs and provides an overview of the schemes in the EU and South Korea, taking into account their main design elements. This serves to determine the similarities and differences between the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS.

Chapter three discusses the concept of linkage, introducing the different forms of linkage, the rationale for linking schemes, the disadvantages, and the barriers posed by design differences. It also touches upon some legal considerations of linkage.

The paper then moves onto specific case studies in chapter four, presenting examples of linkages between the EU ETS and other schemes. The selected cases are based on linkages that have already been implemented or agreed. This involves three countries: Norway, Switzerland, and Australia.

The previous chapters serve to draw lessons and make recommendations for the potential linkage of the EU and South Korean schemes. Chapter five analyses the specific rationale for linking these two schemes, identifies existing facilitators and barriers, discusses trade-offs, and makes some policy recommendations.

The concluding chapter summarizes the main findings and provides some insight into the role that linkage of ETSs can play in international cooperation on climate change.
2. EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEMES IN THE EU AND SOUTH KOREA

This chapter introduces the concept of emissions trading and gives an overview of the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS. These descriptions will be used to assess the similarities and differences between the two schemes.

2.1 How Do Emissions Trading Schemes Function?

Emissions trading schemes offer a cost-effective solution for achieving emissions reductions. In ETSs, covered entities obtain allowances that they can trade freely on a carbon market. Scarcity is the underlying mechanism for the functioning of ETSs. The quantitative limit on allowances gives them a value, since firms that use allowances to account for their own emissions lose the opportunity to sell the allowances at the current market price. This opportunity cost creates incentives for firms with relatively low abatement costs to reduce emissions in order to sell permits to firms with relatively high abatement costs. Emissions reductions are therefore undertaken where they can occur most cost-effectively.

Emissions caps

Most ETSs are designed as cap-and-trade systems. In such schemes, a cap is in place to limit the total amount of GHG emissions for a given period. This cap can be absolute or relative. The former works through total emissions reduction targets, while the latter uses intensity targets expressed as emissions per unit of output or input. Within the cap, allowances are allocated to the covered installations.

Allocation mechanisms

Allocation mechanisms can take the form of auctioning, free allocation, or a combination of the two. During the early stage of an ETS, governments often choose to allocate allowances free of charge in order to gradually introduce the new carbon cost. Free allocation may also be intended to address concerns about the potential risk of carbon leakage and distortions in competitiveness. Carbon leakage occurs when emissions that have been reduced in one country as a result of climate change regulations move to countries with less stringent environmental regulations. Distortions in competitiveness relate to the concerns of energy-intensive industries in countries with relatively high carbon costs, as they fear a loss of market shares to firms in countries with no or lower carbon costs. In countries where carbon costs are imposed through ETSs, free allocation of emissions allowances can help alleviate these concerns. Free allocation is usually a temporary measure that is gradually replaced by an auctioning mechanism.

There are three main methods for distributing allowances free of charge: grandfathering, benchmarking, and output-based allocation. Grandfathering means that allowances are allocated based on past emissions, using average emission levels for a specific period of years. One associated risk is that installations may see no incentive to reduce emissions if they assume that future allocations will be based on current emission levels. Benchmarking addresses this risk by using an allocation mechanism based on the benchmark of the most efficient installations in a given sector. However, the benchmarking method requires that common definitions, reliable data, and good measurement and verification systems be available. Access to detailed production data is particularly challenging. In an output-based allocation system, the number of allowances a firm receives depends on its output in relation to the industry benchmark. The risk of this method is that it may incentivize entities to produce more in order to receive more free allowances, therefore inducing increased emissions.
Trading of allowances

Installations covered by an ETS are required to submit allowances for every tonne of GHGs emitted in the previous year. They must therefore obtain enough allowances or reduce their GHG emissions. The choice depends on the relative costs. Permits can be obtained by trading between entities and - in many schemes - temporal trading.\(^{18}\)

The opportunity costs involved in using allowances to account for emissions instead of selling them at the market price means that firms with relatively low abatement costs will sell allowances to firms with high abatement costs. The option to sell allowances incentivizes firms with low abatement costs to reduce GHG emissions.

If no restrictions exist for temporal trading within multi-year trading periods, entities can save unused allowances from the current year for compliance in future years and cover shortages in the current year by borrowing allowances from the following year. The so-called banking of allowances is usually possible across trading periods, while borrowing is restricted to the same trading period.\(^{19}\) Borrowing carries the risk that important emissions reductions could be delayed or never implemented if entities can borrow indefinitely. This is why most ETSs limit borrowing to the same trading period and some impose quantitative restrictions on the amount of allowances that can be borrowed.\(^ {20}\)

Compliance with the ETS

Robust MRV rules are a key component in any well-functioning ETS. It is important for emissions and emissions reductions to be monitored and disclosed in an accurate and transparent manner.\(^{21}\) Covered installations are usually required to monitor and report their emissions on an annual basis. Most schemes additionally require reports to be independently verified, while others request verifications on a case-by-case basis. In order to ensure compliance with the ETS, penalties are imposed on installations that fail to surrender the required amount of allowances.\(^ {22}\) Penalties usually involve a fine, and many schemes additionally require firms to submit missing allowances in the following year.

2.2 The EU Emissions Trading Scheme

The EU ETS is the main pillar of the EU’s climate policy and its key tool for cutting GHG emissions.\(^ {23}\) The EU is the world’s largest carbon market, accounting for over three-quarters of the trading volume in the international carbon market. It covers over 12,000 heavy energy-using power stations and manufacturing plants in the EU member states.\(^ {24}\) Since 2008, installations in the three EEA-EFTA states - Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway - are also covered by the EU ETS.\(^ {25}\) The EU ETS was divided into three initial trading periods. Phase I (2005-07) was a trial period. Phase II (2008-12) introduced some changes to the scheme and coincided with the EU’s first compliance period under the Kyoto Protocol. However, it was Phase III (2013-20) that introduced significant reforms that particularly affect the cap-setting and the allocation of allowances.

Emissions reduction commitment

The EU ETS was introduced in 2005 through Directive 2003/87/EC in response to the EU’s emissions reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol, with the objective of helping to achieve reductions in a “cost-effective and economically-efficient manner.”\(^ {26}\) In 1997, the fifteen EU member states had committed to reduction targets under the Kyoto Protocol, agreeing to cut their collective GHG emissions for 2008-12 by eight percent below 1990 levels. This commitment was translated into national emissions reduction and limitation targets. All of the new member states that joined the EU after the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol - except Malta and Cyprus - committed to individual reduction targets under the Kyoto Protocol.\(^ {27}\)

In spite of the overall low support for a second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol, with Canada, Japan, and the Russian Federation
deciding not to commit to any further reduction targets, the EU member states signed up for a second commitment period. The EU agreed to cut emissions by twenty percent over the 2013-20 period compared to 1990 levels - with the possibility of scaling it up to thirty percent if other major economies made fair contributions to the global emissions reduction efforts.28

In addition to the second commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol, the EU also made a unilateral commitment to reduce emissions by twenty percent by 2020 compared to 1990 levels, or thirty percent in the case of adequate reduction efforts from the other major economies. Unlike the Kyoto commitment, the unilateral commitment does not refer to the average over 2013-20, but only the year 2020. Moreover, the unilateral commitment covers emissions from international aviation - although this was suspended for one year as of April 2013 - while the commitment under the Kyoto Protocol covers emissions and their removal from land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF), but not vice versa.29

Coverage

The EU ETS covers over 12,000 installations.30 The scope has been significantly increased over the three trading periods and now covers emissions of carbon dioxide (CO₂) from power plants and many energy-intensive manufacturing sectors, such as oil refineries; steel works; and factories producing iron, coke, aluminium, metals, cement, lime, glass and glass fibre, ceramics, pulp, paper, cardboard, acids, and bulk organic chemicals.31 International aviation was included in 2012 but, following strong international opposition, it was suspended for one year as of April 2013 - while the commitment under the Kyoto Protocol covers emissions and their removal from land use, land-use change, and forestry (LULUCF), but not vice versa.32

Cap-setting

The EU ETS is a cap-and-trade system with an absolute emissions cap. This means that an absolute quantity limit is in place for the emissions that can be emitted every year by the covered entities. Allowances are distributed within this cap and can be traded freely on the EU carbon market.

In the first two trading periods, the cap was determined by the sum of the member states’ individual caps. Every member state suggested the quantity of European Union Allowances (EUAs) that its covered entities should receive. This quantity was submitted to the European Commission for review and final approval. National authorities were then responsible for distributing a nation’s total allowances between its industries.33 The EU-wide cap amounted to 2,181 MtCO₂e per year during Phase I and to 2,083 MtCO₂e during Phase II. However, Phase II included two additional countries and further installations. Without these additions, the cap would have been at 1,909 MtCO₂e per year - a twelve percent reduction from Phase I.34

With the onset of Phase III, the Commission set a single community-wide cap at 2,039 MtCO₂e for 2013. Excluding the extended scope, this would amount to an eleven percent reduction compared to the Phase II cap.35 Every year, this cap will be reduced by 1.74 percent, so that GHG emissions in 2020 will be twenty-one percent lower than in 2005. The 2020 cap has been set at 1,777 MtCO₂e per year.36
Allocation of allowances

The allocation mechanism under the EU ETS has changed over the course of the three trading periods. During Phase I, at least 95 percent of allowances had to be allocated for free. In practice, free allocation reached over 99 percent. Phase II saw a reduction in free allocations, although member states had to allocate a minimum of 90 percent of permits for free. During the first two periods, free allowances were distributed using the grandfathering method. The biggest change was introduced with the beginning of the third trading period. Free allocation no longer exists for power and heat generating facilities. These installations must now purchase all of their allowances. Exemptions have, however, been granted to the eight member states that joined the EU after 2004, allowing them to allocate a limited number of free allowances to existing power plants until 2019. In the other ETS sectors, free allocation will be phased out gradually, with the move to full auctioning set for 2027. In the manufacturing sector, for example, the share of free allowances will decrease from 80 percent at the beginning of Phase III to thirty percent by 2020. Free allocation in the manufacturing sector is now based on harmonized rules using the benchmarking method. This system rewards the most efficient facilities and, as such, creates incentives for emissions reductions.

Additional exemptions exist for industries that are considered to be at significant risk of carbon leakage. In order to fall into this category, businesses must show the following characteristics: (a) a trade-intensity ratio above ten percent and a production-expense ratio of at least five percent as a result of the ETS; (b) a trade-intensity ratio over thirty percent; or (c) a production-expense ratio of at least thirty percent as a result of the ETS. Every five years, the European Commission revises the list that contains all the firms considered to be at significant risk of carbon leakage. For the 2013-20 period, such companies will receive free allowances based on a benchmark, using the ten percent most energy-efficient installations in their product group. Installations reaching the benchmark will receive all allowances for free during Phase III. Those falling below the benchmark will receive a proportionately lower amount of free allowances. In total, about half of the EUAs are to be auctioned in the third trading period.

Rules for new entrants and plant closures

The EU ETS includes a reserve to distribute allowances to new entrants. During Phases I and II, member states themselves decided on the size of their reserves. As a result, there was no standardized reserve size. The allocation of reserve allowances, the rules for replenishing the reserve, and the formulas for determining the number of allowances to be allocated to new entrants also varied across member states. The onset of Phase III brought some harmonization, and a common reserve amounting to five percent of the EU-wide allowances was set up.

When plants covered by the EU ETS close down, they no longer receive free allowances. The downside of this regulation is that it might keep inefficient installations running. Some member states have therefore decided to allow owners to transfer allowances from plants that are being shut down to a new replacement facility.

Temporal flexibility

Temporal trading is possible under the EU ETS. Covered installations can save unused allowances from the current year to cover emissions in future years or, if needed, borrow allowances issued for the following year to cover shortages in the current year. Borrowing is implicitly possible as allowances for the new trading year are distributed two months before installations have to surrender allowances for the previous year. The flexibility offered through borrowing helps control excess demand for allowances around the compliance date, therefore reducing the risk of distortions in the permit markets. During Phase I, banking was only possible within the same trading period. Since Phase II, it is possible in all current and future periods. The change is a consequence of the drastic price crash towards the end of the first trading period, when spot prices
fell to almost zero while contract futures prices for the second trading period were selling at around EUR 20/tCO₂. To avoid this problem in the future, banking is no longer restricted to years within the same trading period.\(^{52}\) However, unrestricted banking can also pose challenges. If excess allowances are accumulated in one trading period, they can be carried over into the next period through banking, thereby depressing prices well into future trading periods - a problem the EU is currently experiencing in its transition from Phase II to Phase III.

### Rules for the use of international offset credits

Under the EU ETS, international offset credits can be used to meet domestic reduction commitments. Directive 2004/101/EC, also known as the 'Linking Directive', provides for the use of credits obtained from emissions-saving projects undertaken outside the EU. Project-based credits covered by the Directive are those generated by the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and the scheme for Joint Implementation (JI).\(^{54}\) The CDM and the JI are the Kyoto Protocol’s emissions reduction credit systems. These so-called ‘flexible mechanisms’ allow countries with commitments under the Kyoto Protocol (Annex B countries) to implement emissions reductions through projects in third-party countries and obtain reduction credits. The CDM is the most significant emissions reduction credit system. Under the CDM, Annex B countries carry out emissions reduction projects in developing countries for which they can receive Certified Emission Reductions (CERs). The CDM is intended to provide Annex B countries with flexibility in meeting their reduction commitments, while stimulating sustainable development and emissions reductions in developing countries.\(^{55}\) Projects include, for example, building wind farms or the installation of more energy-efficient equipment in manufacturing facilities.\(^{56}\) Reductions must be additional to what would have occurred in the absence of the projects, and project qualification is subject to a rigorous public registration and issuance process.\(^{57}\) Joint Implementation provides Annex B countries with the opportunity to carry out emissions reductions through projects in other Annex B countries for which they can receive Emission Reduction Units (ERUs). Again, projects must meet the additionality criteria.\(^{58}\) During Phase I, covered entities were only allowed to use CERs. Since 2008, companies can use both CERs and ERUs.\(^{59}\)

The use of CERs and ERUs for compliance purposes under the EU ETS is, however, limited, both in terms of quantity and types of projects. For the period 2008-20, the total use of international offset credits is limited to 50 percent of the required aggregate abatement compared to 2005.\(^{60}\) For Phase II, the EU imposed a quantity limit at 13.4 percent per year of the total EU cap. However, the actual use of CERs and ERUs has been below the maximum allowance and is expected to decrease further as a consequence of recent reforms.\(^{61}\) At the company level, the use of CERs and ERUs is, on average, restricted to eleven percent.\(^{52}\) The EU ETS does not accept credits from certain activities, such as those generated from nuclear facilities, LULUCF and – since 2013 – projects related to the destruction of industrial gases.\(^{61}\) The exclusion of industrial gas destruction projects from the EU’s offset eligibility is due to concerns about their environmental integrity.\(^{64}\) Phase III also came with the additional requirement that CERs will only be accepted from least-developed countries (LDCs).

From 2020, the EU ETS may no longer accept international offsets for compliance. The 2030 framework, which lays out the EU’s 2020-30 climate strategy, specifies that GHG reductions have to be achieved through domestic actions. This ban on international offsets may be lifted if an ambitious global climate deal is reached in 2015, which might lead the EU to increase its 2030 reduction target.\(^{65}\)

### Ensuring compliance

Covered entities are required to monitor and report their emissions on a yearly basis and have them checked by an independent, accredited verifier. The EU ETS uses common
MRV principles to account for emissions and emissions reductions. These principles are spelled out in the Monitoring and Reporting Regulation and the Accreditation and Verification Regulation. Covered facilities have to submit their verified emissions data by 31 March and sufficient allowances for their total annual emissions by 30 April. Failure to comply with this requirement results in a penalty. Firms have to pay a fine which has increased from EUR 40 per tonne in Phase I to EUR 100 per tonne since Phase II. In addition, non-compliant firms must surrender the missing allowances in the next trading year.

2.3 Performance of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme

Over the years, the EU ETS has experienced several hurdles. The main challenges concern the variability of allowance prices, particularly price crashes; low investment incentives; and the occurrence of windfall profits. Nevertheless, some experts argue that the ETS has been effective in inducing abatement activities and driving emissions reductions. However, the impact of the EU ETS on emissions reductions is heavily debated and opinions diverge. Some experts like Ellerman, Convery, and Quirion have more favourable assessments, whereas others like Sandbag, Carbon Market Watch, and the Corner House are more critical of the EU ETS’s contribution to GHG reductions.

Price variability and allowance surplus

Price variability - particularly the problem of low allowance prices - has been responsible for much criticism of the EU ETS. Over the course of nine years, the EU’s carbon price has greatly fluctuated. At the beginning, allowance prices were in the range of EUR 20-25/tCO\(_2\), peaking at EUR 30. However, in May 2006, prices fell abruptly, declining by more than EUR 10/tCO\(_2\), within two days. The price crash was the result of the publication of the 2005 verified emissions data which showed that emissions in 2005 were five percent below the allocated amount. The over-allocation was a consequence of a distribution that was largely based on entities’ own estimates of their emissions because, in many cases, verified data was not available at that point. Once covered entities became aware of the extent of the over-supply, spot prices continued to decline, reaching almost zero at the end of Phase I. The price crash was aggravated by the fact that Phase I allowances could not be banked for compliance in Phase II. In addition, some studies show that actual abatement took place, thereby further contributing to the allowance surplus.

For the launch of Phase II, the EU had learned its lessons and the Commission rejected most national allocation plans (NAPs) on the basis that they would have again resulted in an over-allocation of allowances. On the whole, the EU cut allocations by ten percent compared to the submitted draft NAPs. Initially, Phase II prices rose to over EUR 20/tCO\(_2\), reaching EUR 29 in July 2008. However, with the onset of the financial crisis in autumn 2008, prices once again dropped, falling to as little as EUR 8/tCO\(_2\) in February 2009. Towards the end of the year, prices recovered at around EUR 12-14/tCO\(_2\). Despite the low demand for permits during the recession, they did not completely lose their value, since companies were able to carry over allowances into Phase III. However, since summer 2011, allowance prices have once again declined steadily, falling to less than EUR 3/tCO\(_2\) in April 2013. This sharp price drop coincided with the failure of the European Parliament’s vote on the back-loading of allowances. Back-loading involves the temporary postponement of 900 million permits from auctions until demand is expected to increase. The postponement of the auctioning of these allowances from 2013-15 until 2019-20 would not reduce the total number of allowances to be auctioned during Phase III, but only the distribution of auctions over the third trading period. The measure was intended to help the EU deal with its allowance surplus. Allocations for 2008-12 had assumed higher rates of economic growth, so declining economic activity resulted in an over-supply of allowances. At the same time, there was an over-supply of CERs as a backlog of projects requiring validation had been cleared. Overall, the surplus of EUAs reached almost two billion at the beginning
of Phase III. This significant over-supply holds risks for the proper functioning of the EU carbon market and the ability of the EU ETS to meet more ambitious reduction targets in a cost-effective way.\textsuperscript{76} After the initial failure, the back-loading measure was backed by the European Parliament in a second attempt, and prices have since increased slightly to about EUR 5/t\(\text{CO}_2\).\textsuperscript{79}

Despite the Phase III reforms, including a tighter cap, an increasing move towards auctioning, and the allocation of free allowances based on best practice benchmarks, the EU is still struggling with low allowance prices. In addition to the short-term measure of postponing the auctioning of 900 million allowances by six years, the EU has therefore started to look for more sustainable solutions to address the over-supply of allowances.\textsuperscript{80} At the beginning of 2014, the Commission presented a legislative proposal for the creation of a market stability reserve - an automatic stabilizer to be put in place by 2021 that would adjust the supply of allowances in the EU carbon market to be auctioned. This reserve would operate independently under pre-defined rules.\textsuperscript{81}

The price crashes show that the EU has difficulties achieving and maintaining a consistent carbon price signal. The price variability stems from the over-supply of allowances, the initial restriction on inter-phase banking, and the difficulty to adjust to the economic downturn. The problems have been partially addressed through increased auctioning, the use of verified emissions data as a basis for free allocation under the grandfathering method - and more recently its replacement with the benchmarking method - as well as the permission to bank allowances to future trading periods, and an increasing tightening of the cap.\textsuperscript{82}

**Low investment incentives**

Price volatility has an additional drawback. The absence of a consistent price signal prevents firms from undertaking investments into relevant technologies.\textsuperscript{83} A relatively stable and high price is indeed needed in order to incentivize companies to invest into climate-friendly technologies. The allocation of free allowances based on historical emissions further lowered the incentive to reduce emissions, as higher emissions would lead to greater allocations in the future.\textsuperscript{84} During the first two trading periods, investment incentives under the EU ETS were therefore particularly low. Notwithstanding the changes in the ETS since the onset of Phase III, the EU is still plagued by price fluctuations and allowance prices that many argue are too low to stimulate significant investments into low-carbon technologies.

**Windfall profits**

Several studies suggest that some companies covered by the EU ETS earned windfall profits by passing the carbon price through to consumers although they had received allowances free of charge. While these windfall profits seem to have occurred, they mainly took place in the electricity sector. It also mostly affected countries with little regulatory oversight of their utility sectors. The move to auctioning from Phase III should help to reduce this problem.\textsuperscript{85} However, some analyses of energy-intensive and trade-exposed (EITE) industries - who will continue to receive free allowances during Phase III - suggest that some of those sectors will be able to pass through added costs and reap windfall profits.\textsuperscript{86}

**Carbon leakage**

Concerns about the risk of carbon leakage were frequently voiced in the context of the EU ETS. However, most studies find no evidence of carbon leakage in the first two periods of the EU ETS. In an analysis of several energy-intensive industries, Bolscher et al. find that low allowance prices and free allocations seem to have prevented carbon leakage during Phases I and II. While there is no evidence of production leakage, some sectors may be experiencing investment leakage - a relocation of investments due to the carbon policy - although this requires more detailed analysis.\textsuperscript{87}
Success in spite of challenges

Despite these challenges, some experts claim that the ETS has been effective in helping the EU reach its Kyoto reduction target. Data from 2011 shows that emissions in the EU 15 - i.e. the EU’s member states prior to the 2004 accessions - were 14.9 percent below 1990 levels. Estimates from the European Environment Agency put 2008-12 average emissions at 12.2 percent below 1990 levels. This means that the EU has significantly over-achieved its first Kyoto target. Similarly, the member states that joined the EU after the agreement of the Kyoto Protocol also met or over-achieved their individual Kyoto targets.\textsuperscript{88} While it is difficult to attribute reductions to a specific policy and it appears that the recession also contributed to lowering emissions, some studies nevertheless show that the EU ETS has played a role in the emissions reductions. Ellerman, for example, estimates that, during Phase I, the EU ETS was responsible for reductions of 120-300 MtCO\textsubscript{2}e - or two to five percent below BAU emissions - and from 2008-09 for reductions of 340 MtCO\textsubscript{2}e - or around eight percent of BAU emissions.\textsuperscript{89} However, such estimates depend on the methodology used, and other experts show lower emissions reductions.

Moreover, despite fears that the EU ETS would impede economic growth and involve significant costs for industry and consumers, the reductions were achieved at a fraction of the predicted cost. Estimates put the costs at 0.01 percent of the EU’s GDP.\textsuperscript{90}

In addition, in spite of the above-mentioned price fluctuations and crashes, some studies show that the EU ETS still managed to spark innovation into low-carbon technologies, pointing out that short-term price variability does not necessarily prevent investments. Long-term prices were relatively stable in the EU ETS, and some argue that they are more influential for investment decisions than short-term prices. Moreover, price volatility is part of the functioning of complex markets, and allowance prices are influenced by several factors, including changes in economic activity, weather events, fuel prices, and technological developments.\textsuperscript{91} Nevertheless, some studies show that the impact of the EU ETS on investment decisions has been moderate: it has had an influence on low-carbon investments, but not enough to spark long-term projects at the level that is needed to meet the EU’s long-term targets cost-effectively.\textsuperscript{92}

Table 1 provides a summary overview of the EU ETS across its three phases, showing its main developments, challenges, and performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Development of the EU ETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cap-setting</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cap-level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gases covered</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors covered</th>
<th>Power generation and energy-intensive industrial sectors (ferrous metals, cement, refineries, pulp and paper, glass, ceramics, all combustion facilities &gt; 20MW), some opt-outs</th>
<th>Same as Phase I but no opt-outs, plus aviation since 2012</th>
<th>Same as Phase II but international aviation suspended from April 2013, plus additional sectors (non-ferrous metals; rock wool, stone wool and gypsum; chemicals; PFCs for aluminium; N₂O for acid; CCS-related emissions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation ratio</td>
<td>Minimum 95%</td>
<td>Minimum 90%</td>
<td>Power generation: no free allocation; Industrial sectors: 80% to decrease to 30% by 2020; EITE industries: 100% based on benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation method</td>
<td>Grandfathering</td>
<td>Grandfathering</td>
<td>Benchmarking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New entrants</td>
<td>Reserve size and rules set by member states</td>
<td>Reserve size and rules set by member states</td>
<td>EU-wide reserve at 5% of the cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Within trading period</td>
<td>Within and across trading periods</td>
<td>Within and across trading periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowing</td>
<td>Implicitly within trading period</td>
<td>Implicitly within trading period</td>
<td>Implicitly within trading period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoto offsets</td>
<td>CERs, excluding nuclear facilities and LULUCF; limited at 50% of a country’s reductions compared to BAU, but none were used</td>
<td>CERs and ERUs, excluding nuclear facilities and LULUCF; limited at 13.4% of EU cap</td>
<td>CERs and ERUs, excluding nuclear facilities, LULUCF, and the destruction of industrial gases; CERs only from LDCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty</td>
<td>Fine of EUR 40/t(\text{CO}_2)e and surrender of missing allowances</td>
<td>Fine of EUR 100/t(\text{CO}_2)e and surrender of missing allowances</td>
<td>Fine of EUR 100/t(\text{CO}_2)e and surrender of missing allowances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Initial allowance prices of EUR 20-25/t(\text{CO}_2)e with a spike at EUR 30, before price crash in spring 2006 - reaching almost zero at the end of 2008 - when verified emissions data showed an over-supply of allowances, caused by allowances being allocated based on entities’ own estimates, the inability to bank allowances to Phase II, and the implementation of actual abatement.</td>
<td>After the price crash in Phase I, prices climbed to more than EUR 20/t(\text{CO}_2)e in summer 2008. Prices crashed to EUR 8/t(\text{CO}_2)e with the onset of the financial crisis. Towards the end of 2009, prices recovered at around EUR 12-14/t(\text{CO}_2)e. Since summer 2011, prices have once again started to fall steadily.</td>
<td>Persisting over-supply of allowances despite reforms. Prices dropped to less than EUR 3/t(\text{CO}_2)e following the negative April 2013 vote on the back-loading approach. Prices recovered only slightly to about EUR 5/t(\text{CO}_2)e after a successful second vote.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4 The South Korean Emissions Trading Scheme

South Korea has seen several decades of fast economic growth and is now among the world’s top GHG emitters. Within the OECD group, South Korean emissions are set to grow the fastest. While South Korea has no binding reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol, the country intends to curb emissions as part of its recent green growth agenda. The Framework Act on Low Carbon Green Growth, enacted in 2010, forms the foundation of South Korea’s transition towards low-carbon, sustainable development. The Framework Act sets out an emissions reduction target and provides for the introduction of an ETS. An ETS was drafted over the following years, and the bill to enact the scheme was passed almost unanimously by the National Assembly. With the enactment of the presidential decree in November 2012, the final step towards the introduction of the law was taken.

The Framework Act put into place some temporary mechanisms that are of use for the future ETS. Since 2011, South Korea has been operating the GHG and Energy Target Management System, which can be seen as a predecessor to the ETS. It covers more than 450 large emitters and energy consumers from the power, industry, waste, and agricultural sectors. Under the current scheme, covered entities must submit data on GHG emissions and energy to the Government on a yearly basis and are subsequently assigned an emissions/energy reduction target for the following year. By operating this scheme, the South Korean Government and covered businesses were able to gain some valuable experience prior to the introduction of the ETS. Thanks to the current scheme, a national inventory covering 60 percent of South Korea’s emissions is already in place. The collection of verified emissions data for several years prior to the start of the ETS can help reduce the risk of over-allocation of allowances - a problem the EU experienced during the first trading period of its ETS.

Several elements of the South Korean ETS have yet to be finalized and will be revealed in the NAP, to be published in June 2014. The NAP will contain the detailed rules for the operation of the ETS, including the total emissions cap per allocation period, the reserve amount, and allocation standards.

Emissions reduction commitment

The emissions reduction target set out in the Framework Act reflects South Korea’s pledge under the Copenhagen Accord to lower GHG emissions by thirty percent relative to its projected BAU levels by 2020. According to current government projections, the 2020 BAU emissions are estimated at 776 MtCO₂, an increase of sixteen percent from the 2010 level of 669 MtCO₂. Under this projection, the thirty percent reduction target would put 2020 GHG emissions at 543 MtCO₂, a reduction of nineteen percent from 2010 levels. The level of ambition of the commitment is, however, dependent on the BAU prediction. A lower BAU scenario would decrease the ambition implied by the reduction target. Many observers expected that the South Korean Government would revise its 2020 BAU scenario with the release of the ETS Master Plan. However, the Master Plan, published in January 2014, does not show any changes in the above figures.

Coverage

According to the current draft proposal, the ETS will apply to individual installations emitting over 25,000 tCO₂ annually or entities whose combined installations emit over 125,000 tCO₂. In addition to the mandatory participation of businesses and installations falling under the above category, firms can join the ETS voluntarily. As such, the South Korean ETS will cover approximately 470 firms and over 1,600 installations. The ETS is set to include all six Kyoto Protocol GHGs. In addition to CO₂, N₂O, and PFCs, it will therefore also cover methane (CH₄), hydrofluorocarbon (HFC), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF₆). The scheme will further be applicable to both direct and indirect emissions. Under the current plans, approximately 60 percent of the country’s GHG emissions will be covered by the ETS.
Cap-setting

The South Korean ETS will be designed as a cap-and-trade system with an absolute quantity limit on emissions, which will be lowered over time. The concrete cap will not be known until June 2014 when the first Allocation Plan will be revealed. Under the current BAU scenario, Bloomberg New Energy Finance predicts a 2020 cap of 360 MtCO$_2$.104

Allocation of allowances

The mechanisms for allocating allowances will be specific to the trading phase, industry, and sector. The exact rules will be determined by the 2014 NAP, leaving several details unknown at the time of writing.

The South Korean ETS will consist of three trading periods. The first two phases - lasting from 2015-17 and 2018-20 respectively - are trial phases. The third phase will cover a longer period from 2021-26. While the allocation mechanism will change over the course of these three trading periods, significant amounts of allowances will be allocated for free during all of them. In Phase I, 100 percent of allowances will be allocated free of charge. This will be reduced to a maximum of 97 percent in Phase II, falling to a maximum of 90 percent in Phase III. Businesses considered to be at significant risk of carbon leakage will receive all of their allowances free of charge.105

Both grandfathering and benchmarking are currently being considered as possible methods for the allocation of free allowances. It seems however more likely that permits will be allocated according to the grandfathering method.106

To receive permits, firms will have to fill out an allowance application form and submit this to the Government.107 While the allocation of allowances should generally not be changed during an allocation period, readjustments of allocations can be made to help covered firms “in the event of an important change in the economic situation which could not be predicted at the time of setting up the allocation plan.”108 The readjustment can take two forms. First, in exceptional cases, important changes in the overall economic situation might lead to an increase in the total volume of emissions allowances. Second, businesses may request readjustments by drawing on reserve allowances. However, the criteria under which businesses may request additional allowances are limited to three circumstances: (a) when emissions increase over the allocated allowances due to an unexpected expansion of a firm’s facilities or the transfer/merger of a factory; (b) if emissions of a power-generating facility have increased due to the Government’s request for increased power generation; and (c) if a firm’s emissions have increased by more than thirty percent over its allocated allowances due to an unexpected change in the product line or business plan.109

Rules for new entrants and plant closures

The South Korean ETS will include an allowance reserve to distribute permits to new entrants.110 The level of the reserve is unknown at the time of writing as it is one of the features that will be determined by the 2014 Allocation Plan. Similarly, there is currently no information with regard to the treatment of plant closures.

Temporal flexibility

Temporal trading will be authorized under the South Korean ETS. However, while banking of allowances will be completely unrestricted, borrowing will only be permitted between years falling into the same trading period. Borrowing will not be possible between trading periods and it will be limited to ten percent of the required allowances per business.111

Rules for the use of international offset credits

Under the South Korean ETS, firms will be allowed to submit carbon offset credits to meet their compliance obligations. However, the use of offset credits will be subject to a quantitative limit. Businesses will only be allowed to use carbon offsets for up to ten percent of their compliance obligations. The concrete limit
for every entity will be set by the NAP. During the first two trading periods, companies will not be able to use carbon offsets from foreign countries. International offsets will be accepted from Phase III, but only for a maximum of 50 percent of the total offset limit. A linkage with the UN offset market is currently uncertain. Whether the South Korean ETS will exclude credits from certain projects is also unknown at the time of writing.

Ensuring compliance

Thanks to the GHG and Energy Target Management System, South Korea has already established a robust MRV mechanism. The current system requires covered entities to measure and report their emissions and to have the data verified by an independent institution before submitting their reports to the Government. The basics for the MRV system under the ETS are therefore already in place.

Businesses that fail to surrender the required amount of allowances will face a penalty. The fine will be set at three times the market price per tonne of CO₂, with a cap at KRW 100,000 (EUR 69) per tonne. It remains to be decided whether the penalty will also require firms to surrender missing allowances in the following year. Without such a requirement, the cap on the fine would effectively form a price ceiling for the ETS. This is particularly relevant since predictions of the allowance price are well above that cap, suggesting that it could reach levels of more than KRW 150,000 (EUR 100). The penalty cap would consequently become the default compliance option, turning the scheme into a de facto tax.

Market stabilization measures

According to current plans for the South Korean ETS, the Government will be allowed to intervene with market-stabilizing measures in case of significant changes in prices or trading volumes. The plans stipulate the situations under which such interventions are permitted and the type of measures that can be taken. Stabilization measures are authorized if one of following scenarios applies. First, when the price for allowances increases more than threefold for six straight months compared to the previous year or the year before that. Second, when the average price increases more than twofold compared to the average allowance price of the past two years because the trade volume increased more than twofold in a one month period compared to the average monthly volume of the previous year or the year before that. Third, when there is a 60 percent price decrease in a one month period compared to the average prices of the past two years. In those cases, the Government has permission to take the following measures to stabilize the market: (a) auction up to twenty-five percent of permits from the reserve; (b) set a maximum or minimum limit for the holding of allowances by each participant; (c) increase or reduce the borrowing limit; (d) increase or reduce the offset limit; or (e) set the highest or lowest price.

Under certain circumstances, South Korean authorities are therefore able to intervene in the carbon market with the objective of stabilizing prices. This allows South Korea to control significant spikes in allowance prices, but also to contain price crashes. The flexibility to control the market through cost containment measures is a unique feature of the South Korean ETS.

2.5 Similarities and Differences between the EU and South Korean Emissions Trading Schemes

Several aspects of the South Korean ETS were modelled on the EU ETS. As a result, the two schemes display a few similarities. However, they also differ from each other in some important aspects.

Coverage

The EU ETS applies to specified industries. It covers over 12,000 installations from the power sector, energy-intensive manufacturing sectors, and, since 2012, aviation - although international aviation has been suspended from the ETS, which currently only covers intra-EU flights. During Phase I, sector-
specific thresholds were in place, below which installations were able to opt out if they had equivalent emissions reduction measures in place. The current scheme covers forty-five percent of the EU’s GHG emissions. Unlike the sector-based approach of the EU ETS, the South Korean scheme is entirely threshold-based and applicable to all sectors. Individual installations emitting more than 25,000 tCO$_2$e annually and companies whose installations combined emit over 125,000 tCO$_2$e annually will fall under the South Korean ETS, irrespective of their sectors. In this form, the South Korean scheme will cover over 1,600 installations, accounting for approximately 60 percent of the country’s GHG emissions. Taking into account growth in the covered sectors, the ETS is expected to cover almost 75 percent of South Korea’s GHG emissions by 2020.

The two schemes also vary with regard to the emissions they cover. While the South Korean ETS intends to cover all six Kyoto GHGs, the EU ETS only applies to CO$_2$, N$_2$O, and PFCs. Unlike the EU ETS, the South Korean scheme is set to apply to both direct and indirect emissions. On the positive side, the coverage of indirect emissions can incentivize companies to improve their energy efficiency. However, it risks causing a misallocation of allowances in addition to complicating reporting and compliance procedures.

Cap-setting

Both the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS are designed as cap-and-trade systems with absolute quantity limits on emissions that will be progressively lowered over time. The EU’s 2020 cap is set at 1,777 MtCO$_2$e. The cap for the South Korean scheme is unknown at the time of writing. It will be revealed with the publication of the first Allocation Plan in June 2014.

Allocation of allowances

Several details about the allocation mechanisms under the South Korean ETS are unknown at the time of writing. Like the cap, they will be determined by the NAP. Decisions about the general mechanisms have, however, already been taken, allowing a comparison with the EU’s allocation mechanisms. Both schemes include free allocations of allowances, which will be lowered over time, gradually moving the systems towards auctioning. Under the EU ETS, over 99 percent of allowances were allocated free of charge during Phase I and more than 90 percent during Phase II. In Phase III of the EU ETS, auctioning will be the allocation mechanism for about half of the allowances. Under the South Korean scheme, all allowances will be allocated for free during Phase I. This will be reduced to a maximum of 97 percent in Phase II and 90 percent in Phase III. As such, the proportion of allowances to be distributed free of charge during Phase III of the South Korean scheme will be higher than under the EU ETS. The trading periods under the South Korean ETS are, however, shorter.

During the first two trading periods of the EU ETS, free allowances were allocated using the grandfathering method. Since the onset of the third trading period, the EU ETS has moved to the benchmarking method. South Korea has yet to decide on the method it will apply, with both grandfathering and benchmarking currently figuring as possible mechanisms. Grandfathering seems, however, the more likely option for the first part of the South Korean scheme.

Both schemes include exemptions for industries that are considered to be at significant risk of carbon leakage. To identify such companies, the EU and South Korea apply the same definition. While businesses falling into this category will continue to receive all allowances for free under the South Korean scheme, the EU ETS allocates free allowances to such companies based on best-practice industry benchmarks.

A major difference between the two schemes concerns the readjustment of allocations. While the South Korean ETS provides for the possibility to readjust allocations, this is not possible under the EU ETS. There might be several reasons for this difference, but two arguments stand out. First, unlike South Korea, the EU has binding emissions reduction commitments under the Kyoto Protocol. Changes to the allocation through an increase in the total volume of
emissions allowances might undermine efforts to achieve the binding reduction target, thereby affecting environmental effectiveness. Second, allocation readjustments at the request of individual businesses would likely lead to tensions between member states. The request for additional allowances by a firm in one member state might prompt businesses in other member states to apply for additional allowances out of equity concerns. In addition, agreement for changes would be difficult to obtain in the EU system, where such decisions require the approval of the EU Parliament, Council, and Commission. The difficulty of obtaining agreement for changes is illustrated by the EU decision on the back-loading measure. The European Parliament initially rejected the measure in April 2013 and only backed it during a second attempt in July 2013. Although the back-loading decision does not change the amount of allowances, it was still difficult to pass.

**Temporal flexibility**

Strong similarities exist with regard to the rules for temporal trading under the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS. Both schemes allow unrestricted banking of allowances to the following year. Borrowing of allowances is also available to participants in both schemes, but only between years falling into the same trading period. Under the EU ETS, borrowing is implicitly possible as allowances for the next trading year are distributed two months before installations have to surrender allowances for the previous year. Under the South Korean scheme, borrowing is explicitly authorized, but only up to a limit of ten percent of a company’s allowance requirement.

**Rules for the use of international offset credits**

The provisions for the use of international offset credits differ between the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS. Under the EU ETS, companies can use CERs and ERUs from the Kyoto Protocol’s flexible mechanisms. The EU-wide limit for the use of international offset credits for the years 2008-20 amounts to fifty percent of the required emissions reductions compared to 2005. During Phase II, companies were allowed to use CERs and ERUs for up to 13.4 percent of the total EU cap. The rules for the use of international offset credits are different under the South Korean scheme. While covered entities will be allowed to use offsets, international credits will only be authorized from Phase III. The limit for domestic and international offset credits combined is set at ten percent of a company’s compliance obligations. Within this limit, international offset credits will only be accepted for up to 50 percent. Importantly, whether the South Korean ETS will be linked to the UN offset market is currently uncertain. It is further unknown whether the South Korean scheme will exclude certain types of projects, so it is not possible to compare the two schemes in this regard. Moreover, the EU’s recent announcement that the 2030 reduction target will have to be met through domestic actions alone casts doubt over the future role of international offset credits under the EU ETS. Unless an ambitious international climate agreement that might prompt the EU to commit to a steeper reduction target is reached in 2015, international offsets will not be accepted under the EU ETS from 2020 onwards.

**Ensuring compliance**

The MRV mechanisms of the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS are comparable. Both systems require firms to measure and report their emissions on a yearly basis, and to have the data verified by an independent, accredited institution before submitting the reports.

Both schemes further impose fines on companies that fail to surrender sufficient allowances. Under the South Korean scheme, fines will amount to three times the market price per tonne of CO₂, with a cap at approximately EUR 69 per tonne. The EU has set the fine at EUR 100 per tonne from Phase II. The fine does not, however, free EU ETS-covered entities from the obligation to surrender the missing allowances. Whether this requirement will also apply to South Korean firms is yet to be decided.
Market stabilization measures

A major difference between the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS concerns the flexibility of the Government to intervene in the carbon market. The South Korean scheme specifies events related to price hikes, demand spikes, and price crashes under which the Ministry of Environment is authorized to impose certain measures that work to control the carbon price. Unlike the South Korean ETS, the EU ETS does not provide for active market interventions. The EU ETS has experienced much price volatility - particularly price crashes - over the past nine years. Despite concerns about the impact this might have on the effectiveness of the scheme, EU policymakers were not able to intervene to stabilize prices. When the back-loading measure was suggested as a way to boost demand and hence allowance prices by temporarily withholding allowances from auctions, this required the approval of the EU Parliament, Council, and Commission. The heated debates surrounding the measure and its failure in a first attempt at voting illustrate the difficulty for policymakers to intervene in the EU ETS. The potential for market-stabilizing intervention measures is therefore significantly lower under the EU ETS. South Korea seems to have learned from the EU’s problem with price variability and has decided to include provisions that give it the ability to implement stabilizing measures. However, the EU’s recent proposal for a market stability reserve - an automatic stabilizer that would work under pre-defined rules to withhold or release allowances - shows that the EU’s strong stance against market stabilization measures is beginning to soften. Nevertheless, the market stability reserve would be a much more passive tool than the provisions under the South Korean scheme.

Table 2 summarizes the similarities and differences between the EU and the South Korean ETSs.

Table 2: A comparison of the EU ETS and South Korean ETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>Korea, Rep.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of ETS</td>
<td>Mandatory absolute cap-and-trade system</td>
<td>Mandatory absolute cap-and-trade system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>2020: 1,777 MtCO₂e/year</td>
<td>2020: 543 MtCO₂e/year (estimate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading periods</td>
<td>2005-07; 2008-12; 2013-20</td>
<td>2015-17; 2018-20; 2021-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance date</td>
<td>Annual (30 April)</td>
<td>Annual (date unknown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectoral coverage</td>
<td>Sector-based approach covering over 12,000 installations: power, energy-intensive manufacturing, aviation (international aviation suspended)</td>
<td>Threshold-based approach covering over 1,600 installations: installations emitting &gt;25,000 tCO₂/year and companies with combined installations emitting &gt;125,000 tCO₂/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gases coverage</td>
<td>CO₂, N₂O, PFCs (direct)</td>
<td>CO₂, N₂O, PFCs, CH₄, HFCs, SF₆ (direct and indirect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions coverage</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation (in %)</td>
<td>Phase I: 99%; Phase II: &gt;90%; Phase III: no free allocations to power sector (some exceptions), manufacturing to be reduced from 80% to 30% by 2020, exemptions for EITE industries based on best-practice benchmark (100% free allocation to those reaching the benchmark)</td>
<td>Phase I: 100%; Phase II: &lt; 97%; Phase III: &lt; 90%; 100% free allocation for EITE industries during all three periods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>Korea, Rep.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free allocation</td>
<td>Phases I and II: grandfathering; Phase</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanism</td>
<td>III: benchmarking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readjustment of</td>
<td>Not possible</td>
<td>Possible in case of (a) important changes in the overall economic situation; (b) individual company requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allocations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New entrants and plant</td>
<td>Reserve for new entrants at 5% of EU-wide allowances; no free allowances to closed plants</td>
<td>Reserve for new entrants (size unknown); treatment of plant closures unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant closures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking of allowances</td>
<td>No restrictions</td>
<td>No restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrowing</td>
<td>Implicitly possible without restrictions</td>
<td>Explicitly authorized up to 10% of a company’s allowance requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset credits</td>
<td>CERs and ERUs, excluding nuclear and</td>
<td>Use of CERs and ERUs unknown; project exclusions unknown; total offset limit (domestic + international) at 10% of company compliance obligation, international offsets at no more than half of this limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LULUCF projects and the destruction of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industrial gases: 2008-12: limited to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.4% of EU cap; restricted to - 11% of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compliance obligation at the company level; since 2013 only from LDCs; from 2020 potentially none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRV</td>
<td>Annual monitoring and reporting required, including independent verification</td>
<td>Annual monitoring and reporting required, including independent verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty</td>
<td>Fine of EUR 100 (EUR 40 during Phase I) and requirement to surrender missing allowances</td>
<td>Fine at three times the market price capped at eq. EUR 69; unknown whether firms will be required to surrender missing allowances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market stabilization</td>
<td>Very limited: back-loading decision was</td>
<td>Provisions to intervene with specified stabilization measures under pre-defined scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measures</td>
<td>difficult to obtain and proposed market stability reserve would be an automatic stabilizer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. LINKAGE OF EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEMES

As the number of ETSs grows, existing and emerging ETSs are considering linking their own schemes with those in other countries, and the first cases of such linkages are being put into place. Linking ETSs means that covered entities in one system are allowed to use allowances from another system to meet their domestic compliance obligations.

3.1 Forms of Linkage

Linkages between ETSs can be divided into direct and indirect links. Direct links can further be of unilateral, bilateral, or multilateral nature.

Direct linkage

A ‘unilateral link’ is a one-way link between two systems, whereby allowances from one system are accepted for domestic compliance obligations in the other system, but not vice versa. A unilateral link can exist for two reasons: first, in cap-and-trade systems, when only one of the two systems decides to recognize allowances from the other system; second, when a cap-and-trade system is linked to a baseline-and-credit system, since the latter only produces credits but does not require firms to surrender allowances. Under an unrestricted unilateral link in which system A recognizes allowances from system B, entities in system A will purchase allowances from system B if the allowance price in system B is lower than in system A. This will decrease the allowance price in system A and increase the price in system B until the two allowance prices converge. As such, more costly abatement in system A is replaced by lower-cost abatement in system B, thereby increasing emissions in system A and decreasing emissions in system B. If, however, the allowance price is higher in system B than in system A, entities in system A have no incentive to buy allowances from system B. In this case, there will be no trading in allowances.

A ‘bilateral link’ is a two-way link, whereby both systems recognize each other’s allowances for their respective compliance obligations. Allowances can therefore flow in either direction. As such, price differences will result in the sale of allowances from the system with a lower allowance price to the system with the higher price until the systems’ allowance prices converge at an intermediate level. Abatement in the higher-price system will be offset by abatement in the lower-price system, thereby increasing emissions in the higher-price system while reducing emissions in the lower-price system. A ‘multilateral link’ requires the agreement of more than two systems.

Governments can limit the convergence of allowance prices by reducing trading activity through several restrictions and conditions. Options include the imposition of a quantity limit for the use of the other system’s allowances for domestic compliance purposes or the introduction of an ‘exchange rate’, requiring participants to surrender a higher number of allowances from the other system than domestic allowances for each tonne of their emissions. Exchange rates may also be used to ensure environmental integrity if the systems use different amounts of emissions or emission reductions for their allowances - e.g. short tons versus metric tons - or to guarantee that net emission reductions are achieved.

Indirect linkage

Two systems can become ‘indirectly linked’ with each other if both have a direct link with a common third system. Although neither of the indirectly linked systems accepts the other system’s allowances, the indirectly linked systems can have an impact on each other through their respective trading with the common third system. Indirect links can emerge if a series of bilateral links exists among several systems. If system A and system C both have a bilateral link with system B but no direct link with each other, allowance trading between systems A and B and between systems C and B will lead to a convergence of allowance prices across all three systems. As a
result, developments that affect the allowance price in system A will indirectly affect the allowance price in system C. Similarly, an increase in emissions in system A can indirectly lead to a decrease in emissions in system C, as this changes system A’s supply and demand for allowances in the common system B.\textsuperscript{125}

Indirect linkage can also exist when two separate systems A and C both have a one-way link with a common third system B, recognizing allowances from that third system. In such a case, systems A and C will compete for allowances from system B. As a result, a change in demand by system A for allowances from system B will affect the supply of allowances available for system C.\textsuperscript{126}

An existing example of indirect linkage is the recognition of Kyoto offset credits. Systems accepting CERs and ERUs are indirectly linked through their respective trading in Kyoto units.\textsuperscript{127}

\subsection*{3.2 The Rationale for Linking Schemes}

Linkage between ETSs offers several benefits that make it an attractive policy option. A leading argument in favour of linkage is its potential for cost savings. Linkage increases the available abatement opportunities across the linked systems. It therefore helps minimize the total emissions reduction costs by shifting high-cost reductions from one system to lower-cost reductions in the other system. The logic for cost savings across linked systems is the same as for cost savings within the same ETS: abatement takes place where the cost of doing so is lowest.\textsuperscript{128}

In addition to cost-efficiency gains, linkage creates a broader market for allowances and, as such, increases the liquidity and functioning of carbon markets, thereby reducing price volatility. A larger allowance market can also reduce concerns about market power as the increase in competition in a broader market lowers the potential for market manipulation.\textsuperscript{129} These benefits can be significant if one or both systems are small.\textsuperscript{130}

Under certain circumstances, linkage also has the potential to reduce the risk of carbon leakage. If, for example, two cap-and-trade systems are directly linked, this can lower the risk of carbon leakage for the system that sees its allowance price fall.\textsuperscript{131} The price convergence has the potential to reduce the risk of carbon leakage not only between linked systems, but also vis-à-vis third-party countries.

In the case of two-way linkage, governments create an institutional lock-in, thereby enhancing the dynamic efficiency of climate policy by reducing time-inconsistency problems for governments with limited commitment power. If firms doubt a government’s commitment to climate policy, they will refrain from investing into low-carbon technologies. Two-way linkages of schemes reduce this risk through the presence of reciprocal pressure, making a policy reversal less likely.\textsuperscript{132}

From a political point of view, linkage can also be beneficial. At the international level, linkage can work to signal commitment to long-term climate policy action and multilateralism, thereby helping reinforce the UNFCCC process.\textsuperscript{133} Linkage can advance international cooperation in the area of climate change and has the potential to provide a bottom-up approach to international climate policy architecture.\textsuperscript{134} Domestically, linkage can serve to address the sensitive issue of distortions in competitiveness between schemes with different carbon prices and, as such, reduce opposition to the scheme from domestic business circles and the general public.\textsuperscript{135} Moreover, linkage can enhance the acceptability of the domestic scheme by showing that serious mitigation efforts are also under way in other countries.

\subsection*{3.3 Disadvantages of Linkage}

While linkage between ETSs helps achieve overall net gains, it also raises distributional issues. Just like international trade in general, trade in emissions allowances has positive effects on some participants and negative effects on others. The change in a system’s allowance
price, together with the role of participants as net buyers or sellers of allowances, determines whether participants win or lose as a result of linkage. Buyers in the pre-linkage higher-price scheme and sellers in the pre-linkage lower-price scheme will benefit from linkage as the former will be able to purchase allowances at a lower price while the latter will receive a higher price for the allowances they sell. Conversely, sellers in the pre-linkage higher-price system and buyers in the pre-linkage lower-price system will see their situation deteriorate as the former will receive a lower price for the allowances they sell while the latter will have to pay a higher price for the allowances they purchase.\(^\text{136}\)

Distributional issues can have effects beyond the entities covered by an ETS. Allowance prices have an impact on the price of energy and other energy-intensive goods. If allowance prices increase in one country as a result of linkage, this can increase the price of energy and other energy-intensive goods, thereby affecting households and firms that do not directly participate in the ETS. Linkage can also alter the production costs of emissions-intensive firms and companies that rely on emissions-intensive inputs, thereby affecting their competitiveness.\(^\text{137}\)

A major concern with regard to linkage is the reduced control a government may have over the design and impact of its ETS. Through linkage, a system’s allowance price and impact on emissions will be influenced by developments in the other system. A system’s relative size is an important factor in this case. The convergence of allowance prices tends to be closer to the pre-linkage price of the larger system. The smaller system becomes a price-taker, with its allowance price rising or falling to the level of the larger system’s pre-linkage price. Decisions taken by the government of the smaller system will have little impact in a post-linkage scenario.\(^\text{138}\) However, the larger system is not entirely isolated from developments in the smaller system. Price shocks originating in either system will have an effect on the entire market. Moreover, certain design features - such as price caps and other cost containment measures - can propagate into the linked system, even if they originate from the smaller system.\(^\text{139}\) Measures such as price caps might be in conflict with the other scheme’s objectives, which might prioritize emissions reductions over price stabilization. Consequently, governments wishing to link their ETSs might have to give up certain design features of their schemes.

The degree to which a government loses control over its own system depends on the type of linkage. Unilateral links usually only reduce the allowance price in the system that establishes the link, as the system will only purchase allowances from the other system if its own allowance price is higher.\(^\text{140}\) The system that did not establish the link might, however, find the increase in its allowance price undesirable. If, for example, a large cap-and-trade system establishes a unilateral link with a smaller one, the small system might experience a withdrawal of a large number of allowances for use in the larger scheme and, as such, see its allowance price rise. The small scheme can prevent an undesired withdrawal of allowances by changing its registry rules, preventing non-domestic entities from opening accounts and holding allowances.\(^\text{141}\) In the case of unilateral linkage, cost containment measures will only propagate in one direction: from the system with which the link is established to the system that establishes the link. Two-way linkages, on the other hand, can increase or decrease the price and result in a full propagation of cost containment measures across the linked systems.\(^\text{142}\)

As mentioned above, linkage has the potential to reduce the risk of carbon leakage under certain circumstances. However, under other circumstances, it could also increase the risk of carbon leakage. Countries that see their carbon price rise as a result of linkage may indeed face a higher risk of carbon leakage.\(^\text{143}\)

In certain situations, linkage could carry the risk of increasing global emissions. For example, linking a cap-and-trade system with a baseline-and-credit system raises the problem of additionality. However, some emissions
reduction credits offered by the baseline-and-credit system may not actually represent additional reductions, given the difficulty of establishing a baseline against which reductions can be measured.\textsuperscript{144}

Linkage might also create perverse incentives to relax the emissions cap in order to generate revenue through the sale of allowances to the other system. This would undermine aggregate emissions reductions compared to a non-linkage scenario in which countries would not face a trade-off between the value generation of allowance sales and the marginal environmental damage resulting from a less stringent emissions cap.\textsuperscript{145} Nevertheless, this effect is dampened by the risk of reputational damage, the threat of import quotas or other penalties, and the fear that the linkage partner might defect from cooperation in other areas. Moreover, governments can lower the risk for such allowance adjustments by requiring a transparent disclosure of mid- and long-term cap plans prior to establishing the link.\textsuperscript{146}

The trading of allowances leads to large capital flows between countries. Although these flows benefit the entities participating in the trading, others might have objections.\textsuperscript{147} A country that becomes a net exporter of allowances will see a large inflow of foreign currency. This could increase domestic wages and consumption, resulting in an appreciation of its currency, and could therefore weaken its export competitiveness.\textsuperscript{148}

Another negative side effect of linkage is that lower abatement as a result of linkage in one system reduces the other benefits associated with abatement activities, such as decreases in local air pollution or increased energy security through reduced dependence on fossil fuels and development of low-carbon technologies.\textsuperscript{149} However, many countries have additional climate policies in place to achieve these related but distinct climate objectives.

Politically, linkage is not necessarily purely beneficial. While it has the potential to complement the UNFCCC process, it could also be perceived as a substitute to global climate change negotiations. Instead of strengthening the UNFCCC process, it might then weaken multilateral climate action.\textsuperscript{150}

### 3.4 Challenges: Differences in Scheme Designs and Policy Priorities

Existing and emerging ETSs are the result of different political, economic, and environmental priorities. These differences are reflected in the design variations of schemes. While linkage does not require complete harmonization between systems, some design aspects are more likely to pose barriers to linkage than others.

#### Differences with no or little impact

Robust MRV rules are crucial for a credible, well-functioning ETS. While some variations in the MRV methods and procedures are likely to exist between countries, slight differences will not prevent linkage. What matters is that the MRV systems are robust, transparent, and ensure integrity.\textsuperscript{151}

While the existence of alternative registries across systems poses a technical problem, it is unlikely to act as a significant barrier, since it can be resolved through technical means. Different measures in the treatment of new entrants and installation closures could lead to distortions by affecting the overall cap within linked systems. In countries that continue to allocate allowances to closed plants, companies have an incentive to shut down production, while systems that allocate free allowances to new entrants give companies incentives to start or expand production. Again, inconsistencies with regard to the treatment of new entrants and plant closures can be solved through technical means. The EU example, where member states had different rules for the treatment of new entrants and plant closures during the first two trading periods, further shows that a lack of harmonization in this area is unlikely to pose a barrier.\textsuperscript{152}

In principle, differences in banking provisions could act as a barrier, since linkage extends the most generous banking rules to all other
systems. Schemes that do not authorize the banking of allowances might therefore be unwilling to link with schemes where banking is permitted, given that linkage would enable their companies to bank through swaps with companies in the system that allows banking. Currently, this is not a problem in practice as all of the existing and emerging schemes contain banking provisions. Should differences in banking provisions arise in the future between systems seeking linkage, it may lead to ‘bankable’ allowances from the more flexible systems being sold at a premium compared to ‘non-bankable’ allowances from the more restrictive system, which may in turn sell at a slight penalty.

While trading periods are likely to differ between ETSs, this does not pose a significant barrier to linkage. Different trading periods can be advantageous by improving the liquidity of the combined carbon market. If one system experiences a shortage of allowances at the end of its trading period, purchases of permits from the other scheme that is at the beginning or in the middle of its trading period can ease the shortage. However, differences may undermine changes introduced with the new trading period in one system if comparable changes in the other system do not occur for a while.

Finally, differences in the allocation of allowances do not affect the environmental effectiveness of a linked carbon market per se and, as such, should not pose a significant barrier to linkage. While comparability and equity concerns may arise if one system allocates allowances for free, this inequality exists irrespective of linkage. As the allowance price will be determined by supply and demand after the initial allocation, free allocation should not have any effects on competitiveness apart from the initial transfer of wealth. This could, however, have political implications, potentially weakening support for the ETS and other mitigation policies.

**Differences acting as barriers**

Certain design features of ETSs have the potential to pose significant barriers to linkage. The challenge therefore lies in facilitating “sufficient common elements that it becomes both technically possible and politically acceptable” to link systems.

Linking systems with absolute targets to those with intensity targets is possible, but it involves significant technical complexities. At the same time, it has the potential to raise concerns about competitiveness, cap integrity, and liquidity shocks. We will not further elaborate this as all selected case studies concern linkages between cap-and-trade systems with absolute targets.

The relative stringency of caps is a critical issue from a political point of view. While a perfect balance between the caps of different schemes is unlikely and unnecessary, significant differences in the level of ambition might render linkage politically unacceptable to both systems. The less ambitious system would experience a large increase in allowance prices, while the more ambitious system would experience significant financial outflows. From a technical point of view, this is not problematic, since it would simply lead to an equalization of prices across the linked system. The more ambitious system would buy flexibility by paying the less ambitious system to abate. It is, however, unclear whether a significant difference in the stringency of the cap would make linkage politically possible. Moreover, if, under such a scenario, firms in the ambitious system met their compliance obligations largely through purchases of allowances from the less stringent system, this would result in a violation of the Kyoto Protocol’s supplementarity principle. A particularly strong barrier to linkage would exist if one scheme’s cap was above the BAU emission level, as this would undermine the environmental effectiveness in the linked market. The existence of sufficiently comparable caps might therefore be a precondition for the linkage of ETSs from a political point of view.
Robust enforcement measures are crucial to deter covered entities from non-compliance. Governments are therefore likely to request a minimum level of stringency with regard to enforcement. While penalty rates do not need to be identical between linking schemes, it is important that the rates in both systems be high enough to ensure overall compliance and avoid making the penalty the default option. However, the actual barrier to linkage results from a fundamental difference in the design of the penalty regime. If one system does not require non-compliant entities to surrender the missing allowances in addition to paying a set fine, then the fine will effectively act as a price cap. Through linkage, such a price cap would propagate into the other system, potentially rendering linkage unacceptable.

Different rules for the eligibility of offset credits in ETSs could act as a barrier to linkage. Existing and emerging schemes have different rules for the types of offset credits they accept. If credits excluded in one system are eligible in the other system, linkage might be unacceptable, given that it creates a common pool of offset credits for the linked schemes, thereby affecting the overall supply of units and, consequently, prices. Reductions in a system excluding LULUCF credits might, for example, indirectly support the use of such credits in the other system by reducing the amount of other credits that are available to participants in that ETS. Linkage is therefore likely to require some harmonization with regard to the offset eligibility criteria.

In addition, other cost containment measures, such as borrowing and price caps, might prevent linkage. If such measures exist in one system, linkage would lead to a propagation of these measures into the other system. High rates of borrowing can delay abatement activities, potentially leading to a situation where future abatement is more costly. Governments might consequently relax the cap. This would undermine the environmental effectiveness of the scheme, and linkage might consequently become unacceptable for some countries. If a price cap is in place in one scheme but not in the other, the former will determine the level of compliance costs for entities in both systems. A price cap at a low level might undermine the environmental effectiveness of the linked schemes, potentially rendering linkage unacceptable for the scheme without a price cap.

Existing and emerging ETSs vary in their scope and coverage, subjecting different sectors and GHGs to the compliance system. In general, differences in scope and coverage do not prevent linkage, as the associated competitiveness concerns would exist regardless of linkage. On the contrary, such differences might actually improve economic efficiency, as linking systems with different sectoral coverage might lead to larger cost savings. If, however, a scheme covers gases or sectors that cannot be monitored with comparable accuracy, then this might prevent other systems from linking with it. A similar problem arises for linkage between a system that only covers direct emissions and one that also includes indirect emissions. While linkage is possible under such a scenario, robust accounting procedures would be required to avoid the risk of double-counting. The associated difficulty of accurate accounting makes linkages with systems that cover direct and indirect emissions less likely. Moreover, linking systems that differ in sectoral coverage reduces the ability to achieve the potential benefit of eliminating competitive distortions between the two systems, as such distortions will still prevail for sectors that are subject to the ETS in one system but not in the other.

Finally, differences regarding voluntary opt-in provisions could affect the likelihood for linkage between two schemes. If a system provides for voluntary opt-ins, a firm that faces a high compliance burden outside the ETS but whose abatement costs are significantly lower than the market price for allowances might have an incentive to join the ETS if it received sufficient allowances to become a net seller. This would lower the average abatement costs of covered entities, while increasing them for sectors outside the scheme. Overly generous permit allocations can result in a high level of opt-ins,
leading to higher emission levels than under a scenario without opt-ins. A system without opt-in provisions might therefore find it undesirable to link with a system that allows opt-ins.\textsuperscript{170}

The decision to link or not to link

The preceding discussion shows that linking ETSs has its advantages and disadvantages. A government’s decision to link with another scheme depends on the compatibility of design features of both schemes and the government’s priorities. Linking involves trade-offs, such as a loss of regulatory control, adjustments in the allowance price, or changes in design features. Whether a government is willing to compromise in these areas ultimately depends on its priorities. The EU, for example, places high priority on emissions reductions. For this reason, the EU would be more likely to accept price increases but be more cautious about trade-offs that might undermine the environmental integrity of the system. Other governments might, however, place more importance on price stabilization and predictability.

3.5 Legal Considerations of Linkage

The legal considerations vary according to the form of linkage. Unilateral links only involve a one-sided decision from the Government initiating the link. A unilateral link can be established through a clause that stipulates the conditions for accepting foreign allowances. Its legal nature will generally be the same as for the instrument establishing the ETS in the first place, in most cases statutory legislation. As the amendment remains within the scope of national jurisdiction, a government can terminate or adjust a unilateral link at any time if it considers developments in the other scheme to have an adverse impact on its own scheme. Unilateral links therefore involve a high degree of uncertainty for participants, but offer more flexibility and consequently more control to the implementing authorities.\textsuperscript{171}

Bi- and multilateral links, on the other hand, require coordination between systems to harmonize relevant aspects of their respective schemes. The coordination can be formal and binding, or informal and non-binding. A formal international treaty will bind the participants and can only be amended according to the terms of the treaty. Treaties are a recognized form of international law and, as such, any violation of duties under a treaty constitutes a breach of international law, involving state responsibility and the possibility of sanctions. Provisions for adjusting the link over time need to be included under the treaty. The advantage of treaties is that they offer transparency and predictability to governments and participants in the linked schemes. However, governments may instead wish to opt for an informal alternative through reciprocal changes to their domestic legislation, together with a memorandum of understanding or another negotiated expression of intent. This approach effectively involves the establishment of reciprocal unilateral links and therefore offers more flexibility in terms of termination and adjustment. An additional benefit is that it prevents lengthy negotiation and ratification procedures. The downside, however, is the higher degree of uncertainty for participants.\textsuperscript{172}
4. LEARNING FROM CURRENT EXAMPLES OF LINKAGE WITH THE EU EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME

The EU ETS provides for linkage through Article 25 in Directive 2003/87/EC, and the 2008 amendment specifies that links may be established with other schemes that are mandatory and have absolute emissions caps in place. This section analyses linkages between the EU ETS and schemes in third-party countries that have been implemented or are being negotiated.

4.1 Norway

On 26 October 2007, the EU ETS was expanded to the three EEA-EFTA states - Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein. At this point, Norway had already been running a national ETS for almost three years. Like the EU, Norway had decided to introduce an ETS to help the country meet its binding emissions reduction commitment under the Kyoto Protocol. Norway had pledged to limit its GHG emissions to no more than one percent above its 1990 levels for 2008-12. Under the Copenhagen Accord, Norway further pledged to reduce its GHG emissions by thirty percent by 2020 compared to 1990 levels, or by forty percent in the case of an international climate agreement. Alongside a carbon tax, the Pollution Control Act, and the Petroleum Act, Norway chose to introduce an ETS to meet its target in a cost-effective manner.

Since the beginning, Norwegian policymakers had shown a strong interest in linkage with the EU ETS. The Norwegian ETS was consequently largely designed with future EU-compatibility in mind. However, as a result of differences over how to establish the link, negotiations took some time before a deal was finally reached in 2006. Norway was seeking to negotiate a link according to Article 25 of EU Directive 2003/87/EC. The European Commission, on the other hand, insisted that Norway - as an EEA-EFTA member state - link by adopting the EU Directive. This did, however, require some amendments to the Norwegian ETS to bring its design features even further in line with the EU ETS. Nevertheless, Norway agreed to adopt the EU Directive and undertook several adjustments to its own ETS. The extension of the EU scheme to Norway is the first example of linkage between two ETSs. Prior to the bilateral link, which became operational in 2008, Norway had established a unilateral link with the EU ETS. This allowed entities covered by the Norwegian ETS to surrender EUAs for domestic compliance obligations.

Pre-existing similarities between the Norwegian ETS and the EU ETS

Norway opted for a cap-and-trade system with an absolute target and chose the same trading periods as the EU ETS. Although there are differences between Norway and the EU in the number of allowances allocated for free, the mechanism for doing so is the same across both schemes. During the first two trading periods, free allocations were distributed using the grandfathering method. Since Phase III, free allocation is based on industry benchmarks of GHG performance. The rules for temporal trading were already the same prior to linkage. Borrowing of allowances is implicitly possible, as permits for the new calendar year are transferred to the operator’s account two months prior to the deadline for surrendering allowances for the previous year. Banking of allowances is permitted between trading years, even across multi-year trading period since Phase II. Norway chose a yearly compliance period with an almost identical deadline as the EU - 1 May under the Norwegian ETS and 30 April under the EU ETS. The penalty for non-compliance under the Norwegian ETS was also designed in the same way as under the EU scheme. It consists of a fine, but nevertheless requires non-compliant entities to surrender the missing allowances in the subsequent year. The fine has been the same in Norway and the EU, amounting to the equivalent of EUR 40 per tonne during the first trading period and EUR 100 since Phase II.
Features harmonized through amendments to the Norwegian Act

Despite these pre-existing similarities, there were differences between both schemes and some required amendments. Given the nature of the linkage agreement, in which Norway adopted the EU Directive, the changes were implemented by Norway.

The most significant change concerns the sectoral coverage of the ETS. During Phase I, the coverage of the Norwegian ETS was limited, as it did not include any sectors that were subject to the country’s CO₂ tax. Prior to linkage with the EU ETS, the Norwegian ETS did not cover the following sectors: gasoline, light and heavy fuel oil, oil and gas in the North Sea, pulp and paper, fishmeal, domestic aviation, and domestic shipping. As such, only 51 entities fell under the ETS, accounting for only eleven percent of the country’s 2005 GHG emissions.

The 2007 amendment of the Norwegian Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Act significantly extended the scope of the ETS, which has, since then, included the following sectors: energy production; the refining of mineral oil; coke production; the production and processing of iron and steel, including the roasting and sintering of iron ore; the production of cement, lime, glass, glass fibre, and ceramic products; and the production of paper, board, and pulp from timber and other fibrous materials. Through these amendments, the sectoral coverage of the Norwegian ETS has been largely harmonized with the EU scheme. Moreover, the Norwegian ETS covered forty percent of the country’s projected 2008–12 GHG emissions, a similar figure to the EU.

Persisting differences between the Norwegian ETS and the EU ETS

Although Norway made several amendments to its ETS in order to further enhance harmonization with the EU ETS, Norway negotiated some variations for its scheme with regard to the allocation of free allowances and auctioning. The degree of auctioning is significantly higher in Norway, which is to a large extent driven by the absence of free allocations to offshore oil and gas production - a sector that accounts for 64 percent of Norway’s capped emissions. Norwegian policymakers are strongly convinced that operators and investors should face the full environmental cost of their emissions. Norway therefore decided that, for Phase II of the ETS, more than 50 percent of allowances could be sold through auctions or other market mechanisms and around one-third of allowances would be allocated free of charge. While offshore oil and gas production are not eligible for free allocation, the proportion of allowances distributed for free to land-based industries is relatively high in Norway compared to the rest of the EU, amounting to 92 percent of annual average emissions during the 1998-2011 base-year period. From the onset of the third trading period in 2013, 100 percent of allowances will be sold through auctions or secondary markets.

Both Norway and the EU have quantitative and qualitative limits in place for the use of international offset credits. For 2008-12, Norway set the quantitative limit for the use of offsets at twenty percent of the annual total quantity of allowances, while the EU’s limit for the same period amounted to 13.4 percent of the total EU ETS cap. The restrictions on the type of project credits are similar under the two schemes. Both of them exclude offsets from nuclear projects and LULUCF. However, while credits from large-scale hydropower projects are subject to conditions under the EU ETS, they are completely banned under the Norwegian scheme.

Like the EU, Norway has an allowance reserve for new entrants. During the first trading period, it was, however, reserved for new gas-fired power plants based on carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology, as well as highly efficient combined heat and power plants. This has been amended, and now only highly efficient combined heat or power plants entering the system after 1 January 2008 are eligible for free allocations.

The MRV rules that are in place in Norway are similar to the ones under the EU ETS, requiring covered entities to measure and report their emissions on a yearly basis and submit them
to a designated authority. The Norwegian rules are, however, less stringent in that they do not require companies to have their reported emissions independently verified prior to submission. Instead, Norwegian authorities can request independent verification on a case-by-case basis.\textsuperscript{193}

Lessons from the Norwegian experience

The linkage between the ETSs in Norway and the EU constitutes a special case. First, from the outset, Norwegian policymakers had a strong interest in linking with the EU ETS, and the design of the Norwegian scheme reflects this intention. Many features were developed in a way that made them compatible with the EU ETS. Second, the establishment of the link took place in the EEA-EFTA context, meaning that Norway linked to the EU scheme by adopting the EU ETS Directive instead of a linkage agreement. The few existing barriers between the two schemes were therefore eliminated through amendments to the Norwegian scheme. The two schemes are now largely harmonized, with only some negotiated exceptions for Norway. To sum up, there were not many potential barriers to a linked EU-Norwegian carbon market in the first place, and those that existed were removed through amendments to the Norwegian scheme.

Some differences between the EU ETS and the Norwegian ETS were unlikely to pose barriers. Although the Norwegian MRV rules are slightly less stringent due to the absence of a mandatory requirement for independent verification, they were nevertheless robust enough for linkage with the EU ETS. Differences in the quantity of allowances allocated for free were also unlikely to pose an obstacle. While the Norwegian scheme has allocated fewer allowances for free from the beginning, therefore requiring a higher proportion of permits to be obtained through auctions or other market mechanisms, this difference would exist irrespective of linkage. Other differences that could have complicated linkage did not pose barriers in practice, since they were either small or resolved. The biggest barrier was the limited sectoral coverage under Phase I of the Norwegian scheme. Norway eliminated this barrier by extending its sectoral coverage, aligning it with the scope of the EU ETS.

In light of the short time during which the Norwegian ETS was in place without linkage to the EU ETS, it is difficult to assess the concrete impact of the link. Both schemes only completed a three-year trial phase before linking up. As a consequence, changes in Norway since linking to the EU ETS at the beginning of its second trading period cannot be attributed to linkage itself. Instead, they may have resulted from changes made in response to lessons learned during the first period. For example, just like in the EU, allowance prices fell to almost zero during Norway’s first trading period.\textsuperscript{194} An increase in the allowance price since the establishment of the link with the EU ETS can therefore not be solely ascribed to the linkage. Instead, it likely reflects corrections to the over-allocation of allowances. Similarly, it would not be possible to attribute changes in prices of energy and energy-intensive goods to linkage between the two schemes. Such changes could be the result of many factors that would need to be controlled for. The impact on carbon leakage would be another interesting aspect to analyse. However, given the uncertainty regarding the occurrence of carbon leakage and the difficulties involved in measuring this potential phenomenon, such an analysis cannot be undertaken at this point in time.

Nevertheless, it is possible to make some observations with regard to the linkage between the EU ETS and the Norwegian ETS. For the EU, linkage with the Norwegian scheme did not involve negative effects. Not only is the EU ETS the bigger of the two schemes and - apart from price shocks - therefore less exposed to developments in the Norwegian ETS, it also imposed its ETS legislation on Norway by establishing the link in the EEA-EFTA context. This resulted in a strong alignment of the Norwegian scheme with the EU ETS. Most importantly for the EU, the linkage allowed it to advance its commitment to international climate action by sending a signal to other countries and the international community.
The Norwegian policymakers, on the other hand, were the ones to face a trade-off. Against Norway’s wish to establish the link according to Article 25 of EU Directive 2003/87/EC, the EU insisted that Norway adopt the EU ETS Directive and therefore harmonize existing differences through amendments to its ETS. As a result, Norway clearly faced a loss of regulatory control over its own ETS. Norwegian policymakers are now restricted in their decision-making as they are bound by the EU ETS legislation. However, the required changes were relatively small. The biggest adjustment was the extension of the sectoral scope; however, given that the newly covered sectors were previously subject to the country’s CO\textsubscript{2} tax, the trade-off affected the Norwegian Government more than the covered entities.

As a small country, Norway had much to gain from linkage with the large EU carbon market through the potential for greater cost-efficiency, enhanced market liquidity, and more flexibility in achieving its targets. Moreover, as the EU is Norway’s main trading partner, accounting for 81 percent of its exports and 63 percent of its imports, linkage to the EU ETS may have helped address domestic competitiveness concerns vis-à-vis companies in the EU market. Norway’s establishment of a unilateral link to the EU ETS during the first trading period clearly illustrates the country’s interest in linking to a bigger carbon market.

Given the circumstances under which the link between the Norwegian ETS and the EU ETS was established, it becomes clear that this example represents a special case. Indeed, some see it as an integration of the Norwegian scheme into the EU ETS. Nevertheless, the EU-Norwegian case shows that schemes do not need to be entirely harmonized and that small differences can prevail in certain areas without compromising linkage.

4.2 Switzerland

The EU and Switzerland are currently in the final stages of negotiating a link between their ETSs. The aim is to conclude the agreement before summer 2014.\textsuperscript{196} The Swiss ETS has been in place since 1 January 2008, with the first trading period lasting from 2008-12 and the second period scheduled for 2013-20.\textsuperscript{197} Swiss policymakers have undertaken important changes to their ETS in 2012, which significantly increased its compatibility with the EU ETS. Many of the initial design features of the Swiss ETS would have posed significant barriers to linkage with the EU’s scheme, including the voluntary nature of the Swiss ETS, its enforcement regime, and the rules for the use of international offset credits.

The Swiss ETS from 2008 to 2012: a voluntary scheme

Under the Kyoto Protocol, Switzerland had committed to reducing GHG emissions by eight percent relative to its 1990 levels for 2008-12,\textsuperscript{198} the same pledge as the EU. Switzerland’s 2020 target is to reduce GHG emissions by twenty percent relative to 1990, or by forty percent in case of an international climate deal.\textsuperscript{199} In 1999, Switzerland adopted the Act on the Reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions (CO\textsubscript{2} Act), which introduced two instruments: a CO\textsubscript{2} levy for heating, industrial processes and transportation fuels; and a national ETS.\textsuperscript{200}

However, during the first trading period from 2008-12, the Swiss ETS differed significantly from the EU ETS. The Swiss ETS was designed as a voluntary scheme that offered companies an alternative to the CO\textsubscript{2} levy. Instead of paying the CO\textsubscript{2} levy, companies could opt to voluntarily set an absolute emissions target – subject to approval by the federal authorities - receive allowances, and participate in the ETS. The emissions threshold for companies to participate directly in the ETS was set at 25,000 tCO\textsubscript{2}e per year. Companies falling below that threshold could set voluntary absolute emissions targets. However, they were not allocated allowances. Instead, they had to purchase allowances if they exceeded their cap.\textsuperscript{201} The following sectors were covered by the voluntary Swiss ETS: ceramics, paper, plastics, aluminium, glass, chemistry, metal-working and engineering, foodstuffs, lime, foundries, printers, and haymakers. Companies from these sectors that met the threshold and chose to participate in
the Swiss ETS received free allowances based on a ‘bottom-up’ approach, whereby federal authorities assessed a company’s potential to reduce CO₂ emissions from a technical and economic point of view.202

During Phase I of the Swiss ETS, companies were able to use removal units (RMUs) generated through net removals from LULUCF, in addition to CERs and ERUs. Temporary certificates from carbon sink projects were accepted but could not be banked for future commitment periods. Swiss authorities were allowed to ask for additional offsets once temporary credits expired.203

The penalty regime under the voluntary Swiss ETS varied significantly from the EU ETS. Companies that failed to comply had to retroactively pay the CO₂ levy plus interest.204 The CO₂ levy therefore effectively formed a price cap for the Swiss ETS.

These differences demonstrate that the design of the Swiss ETS made it largely incompatible with the EU ETS. The voluntary nature of the scheme and the design of the penalty regime would have likely rendered linkage unacceptable for the EU, as these features effectively created a price cap, which would have propagated into the EU ETS in case of linkage. The acceptance of international offset credits from LULUCF would have also made linkage difficult.

The Swiss ETS since 2013: enhanced compatibility with the EU ETS

Negotiations between Switzerland and the EU to link their respective ETSs officially began in March 2011, but were preceded by exploratory talks from 2008 onwards. Swiss policymakers were aware of the potential barriers posed by the design differences between the two schemes, and the Swiss Federal Council recommended that “the Swiss ETS be adapted in the context of the ongoing complete revision of the CO₂ Act with a view of attaining a high level of compatibility with the EU ETS [as this] would pave the way for a successful linking of the two systems.”205 The federal law on the reduction of CO₂ emissions and the regulation on the reduction of CO₂ emissions clearly show that significant amendments were made to the Swiss ETS as of 1 January 2013, which enhanced its compatibility with the EU ETS.

One of the most important changes concerns the move from a voluntary scheme to a mandatory one. Companies falling under the following sectors are now required to participate in the ETS: energy production; the refining of mineral oil; coke production; the production and processing of iron and steel, including roasting and sintering of iron ore; metals; aluminium; cement; lime; glass and glass fibre; ceramic products; the production of insulation materials from mineral wool; gypsum; pulp, paper, and cardboard; acids; ammonia production; bulk organic chemicals; the production of hydrogen and syngas; and the production of soda and sodium.206 The revised CO₂ Act also provides the Federal Council with the option to include aviation under the ETS.207 Designated sectors not covered by the mandatory ETS are still able to apply to participate in the ETS.208 While voluntary opt-in provisions have the potential to act as barriers to linkage, the voluntary opt-in for small and medium enterprises under the Swiss ETS does not seem to pose a problem for linkage with the EU scheme. While companies choosing to join the scheme are able to purchase allowances if their emissions exceed their voluntarily set cap, they are not part of initial allocations, which eliminates concerns about high levels of opt-ins and increases in emissions. With regard to the GHGs covered, the Swiss ETS only applies to CO₂ emissions. The EU ETS, on the other hand, also covers N₂O and PFCs. Nevertheless, this difference does not pose a barrier as neither scheme includes gases that cannot be accurately monitored.

An important change made by Switzerland was the amendment of its penalty regime. Non-compliant companies now face a fine of CHF 125 (EUR 100) per tonne and are required to submit the missing allowances in the subsequent year.209 Together with the move towards a mandatory ETS, this effectively removes the price cap that existed under the voluntary scheme, and fully aligns the Swiss penalty regime with the EU ETS.
Harmonization also took place with regard to the allocation of allowances. For the period 2013-20, it will combine free distribution and auctioning. From 2013, free allocation under the Swiss ETS will be based on industry benchmarks, reflecting the average emissions of ten percent of the most efficient installations. Free allocation for companies considered to be at high risk of carbon leakage will be determined through an adjustment factor that will be gradually reduced until 2020. According to Article 19(3) of the Federal Law on the Reduction of CO\(_2\) emissions, the Federal Council may take into account comparable international regulations to specify the details of the allowance allocation. This provides Swiss authorities with the option to further align the allocation mechanisms with the EU ETS. As in the EU ETS, the Swiss ETS includes an allowance reserve for new entrants, set at five percent of the cap.

The Swiss rules for the use of international offset credits have also been changed and are now more compatible with the EU rules. Since 2013, companies covered by the Swiss ETS can only surrender CERs and ERUs for compliance, which excludes credits generated from nuclear facilities, LULUCF, and the destruction of industrial gases. Just like the EU ETS, Switzerland now only accepts CERs from LDCs. Moreover, the Swiss scheme excludes additional offsets, such as credits generated from large hydropower projects. As this difference also exists between the EU and Norway, it should not pose a barrier to linkage. The Swiss ETS also has a quantitative limit in place for the use of international offset credits. For companies that participated in the ETS during the first trading period, the limit is set at eleven percent of the emissions allowances issued during 2008-12, minus the offsets used during that time. For new participants, the limit amounts to 4.5 percent of their effective emissions in the second trading period.

Entities covered by the Swiss ETS are required to measure their emissions and report them to the Swiss authorities on an annual basis. Unlike the EU ETS, the Swiss ETS does not require reports to be independently verified. Instead, Swiss authorities reserve the right to request independent verification on a case-by-case basis. However, since the Swiss MRV rules correspond to the Norwegian ones - which did not pose an obstacle - the absence of the requirement to have emissions reports independently verified prior to submitting them to national authorities should not pose a barrier.

No differences exist between the Swiss ETS and the EU ETS with regard to banking and borrowing of allowances. The Swiss ETS allows banking within and between trading periods and borrowing within the same trading period. The determination of the cap under the Swiss ETS differs from the EU’s procedure. While the EU cap is set by the European Commission, the Swiss cap is the sum of the caps of the entities covered by the ETS. This difference should not pose any difficulties as both systems have absolute caps in place and the Swiss cap - like the EU cap - will be gradually reduced over the period 2013-20.

Aviation was a contentious issue in the Swiss-EU linkage negotiations due to Switzerland’s initial reluctance to include this sector under the ETS. If Switzerland did not include aviation in the ETS, Swiss airports would become an exempted hub in the centre of Europe, competing with EU airports and potentially undermining the inclusion of aviation under the EU ETS. This could have posed a serious barrier to linkage. However, following the EU’s insistence on the inclusion of aviation, it is now part of the proposed agreement.

**Lessons from the Swiss experience**

During Phase I of the Swiss ETS, there were few similarities with the EU ETS. However, the recent amendments to the Swiss ETS have rendered it largely compatible with the EU ETS. Nevertheless, the changes discussed above show the compromises Switzerland had to make to facilitate linkage with the EU ETS. The loss of regulatory control manifests itself in the alignment of the Swiss system, such as the move to a mandatory system, the adoption
of a more stringent penalty regime and the elimination of the price cap associated with the old scheme, the introduction of additional restrictions for the use of international offset credits, the inclusion of aviation, and changes made to the allocation mechanisms.

However, the Swiss amendments are not necessarily a mere consequence of the planned linkage. With the first trading period ending in 2012, the Swiss CO₂ Act was to be revised, irrespective of potential linkage. At just over 3 MtCO₂e, the Swiss carbon market is extremely small. Switzerland therefore stands to gain much from linking with the EU ETS. Linkage with the EU ETS would give Swiss companies access to a broader, more liquid carbon market and provide them with more flexibility in meeting their target. Research conducted in 2010 on the linkage of the Swiss ETS with the EU ETS shows several benefits for Switzerland. First, the EU can reduce emissions in a more cost-effective way than Switzerland. Through linkage, prices will converge, thereby reducing allowance prices for Swiss companies. Second, in theory, the allowance price should be more predictable in the EU, as the small size of the Swiss market hinders trade and price formation. Linking to the EU ETS should therefore enhance price predictability for Swiss companies. However, in practice, the EU’s carbon price volatility currently renders this argument irrelevant. Third, without linkage, the higher allowance price in Switzerland could lead to increased carbon leakage from Switzerland to the EU - a risk that could be addressed through linkage.

Moreover, another potential benefit arises from the importance of the EU market for Swiss trade. Linking to their main trading partner - accounting for 60 percent of their exports and 78 percent of their imports - could address the competitiveness concerns of Swiss companies that might exist in the absence of linkage.

For the EU, linkage with the Swiss ETS does not involve any real compromises, since all necessary adaptations to harmonize the two systems have been implemented by Switzerland. Linkage with the Swiss ETS is therefore primarily an attractive option for the EU as it establishes the first real link with an ETS in a third-party country, given the special circumstances of the Norwegian case.

4.3 Australia

Carbon pricing and emissions trading have been politically contentious issues in Australia over the past decade. Amidst strong opposition, the Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM) was introduced on 1 July 2012 under the Labour Party’s rule. It consists of a fixed carbon price of AUD 23 (EUR 16), rising at 2.5 percent a year in real terms, at which covered entities can purchase allowances from the Government. It also provides for the use of offset credits. It was planned that, as of 1 July 2015, the CPM would be transformed into an ETS. In this context, the EU and Australia agreed to link their respective schemes. In light of the recent election results, the future of the Australian ETS - and consequently the linkage to the EU ETS - is uncertain at the time of writing. The September 2013 national elections resulted in a change of government, with opposition leader Tony Abbott taking over as Prime Minister. Abbott has been a strong opponent of the carbon tax and ETS in the absence of similar policies in other countries and had vowed to scrap these tools if he came to power.

Despite the uncertainty regarding the introduction of the Australian ETS and its linkage to the EU ETS, it is worth analysing the Australian case. First, out of all the implemented and proposed linkages, the linkage between the EU and Australia would be the first intercontinental one. Second, compared to the previous two cases, Australia has a relatively large carbon market at 560 MtCO₂e per year and would thus provide the first opportunity for the EU to link with a big market.

The Australian scheme: from carbon tax to emissions trading and linkage with the EU ETS

Under the Copenhagen Accord, Australia had pledged to reduce GHG emissions by five percent relative to 2000 levels by 2020. In case of an international climate deal, the target could be increased to twenty-five percent.
Australia planned to establish a unilateral link to the EU ETS while moving from the carbon tax to the ETS. The 2015 transition to the ETS would involve several changes, and additional amendments were planned from 2018 onwards when the full bilateral link between the Australian ETS and the EU ETS was to take effect. In order to enhance the compatibility of the Australian ETS with the EU ETS, Australia had already agreed to undertake amendments with regard to cost containment measures and its rules for the use of Kyoto credits.

In a first move, the fixed price system would be replaced by a flexible price mechanism in July 2015. The Australian Government would, however, set a price ceiling at AUD 20 (EUR 14) above the EUA price, increasing by five percent annually. In light of the planned linkage with the EU ETS, Australia had agreed to refrain from introducing a price floor when the flexible price phase is scheduled to begin in 2015. Moreover, the price ceiling planned for the 2015–18 period would be removed as of 1 July 2018 when the bilateral link should take effect.

Regarding international offset credits, Australia has agreed to impose a quantitative limit on the use of CERs and ERUs at 12.5 percent of a company’s compliance obligations in order to enhance compatibility with the EU rules in this area. Like the EU ETS, the Australian ETS would also exclude CERs and ERUs generated from nuclear projects, the destruction of industrial gases, and large-scale hydropower projects that are inconsistent with EU criteria.

An ongoing topic in the EU-Australian linkage discussions that would need to be addressed concerns the use of Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs) – domestic credits generated through the Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI), which includes projects in agriculture and land-use management. The use of ACCUs is currently limited to five percent of a company’s compliance obligation, but no limits are foreseen once Australia moves to the flexible price system. As credits generated through agricultural and land-use management activities are not accepted under the EU ETS, the role of ACCUs would require clarification prior to the establishment of a bilateral link between the two schemes.

As of 2015, the Australian scheme would allow unlimited banking of allowances. There would therefore be no difference between the EU and Australia in this regard. Australia plans, however, to limit borrowing at five percent of a company’s compliance obligation. While borrowing is only implicitly possible under the EU ETS, there are no quantitative restrictions. Linking the Australian ETS and the EU ETS would extend the EU’s more generous rules to Australia, thereby eliminating the planned quantitative limit.

The penalty regime for non-compliance would also be amended with the transition to the ETS. Under the current regime, companies that fail to comply with their obligations are required to pay a penalty of 1.3 times the fixed allowance price. This would be replaced by a fine of double the benchmark average auction charge for that particular year.

The move from the carbon tax to the ETS would not affect the sectoral coverage. As under the carbon tax, the ETS would cover most sectors above a threshold of 25,000 t CO\textsubscript{2} e per year. The transport sector would be partly covered through an equivalent carbon price, calculated every six months based on the average carbon price over that period. It is expected that the ETS would cover 60 percent of Australia’s emissions. In addition to CO\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2}O and PFCs, the Australian ETS would also cover methane.

Just like the EU ETS, the distribution of allowances under the Australian scheme would be a mix of free allocation and auctioning. Energy-intensive trade-exposed industries would be entitled to free allocations. Like the EU regulation, Australia would base its free allowances on industry benchmarks. Highly emissions-intensive industries would receive up to 94.5 percent of the industry average baseline, and moderately emission-intensive industries up to 66 percent.

Lessons from the Australian experience

The planned transition to the ETS in July 2015 would already entail several changes as outlined above, even in the absence of linkage.
The linkage negotiations have, however, prompted Australia to undertake some additional amendments to facilitate linkage with the EU ETS. The adaptations concern price containment measures and the rules for the use of international offset credits. Australia has agreed to refrain from introducing a price floor and to abandon the price ceiling as of July 2018. In addition, Australian policymakers introduced a quantitative limit on the use of Kyoto units and largely aligned the qualitative requirements with those applicable under the EU ETS. Australia has agreed to refrain from introducing a price floor and to abandon the price ceiling as of July 2018. In addition, Australian policymakers introduced a quantitative limit on the use of Kyoto units and largely aligned the qualitative requirements with those applicable under the EU ETS. The issue of offsets may, however, change further in light of the EU’s recent announcement that emissions reductions between 2020 and 2030 will have to be achieved domestically. So far, Australia has had to cede some regulatory control over its own scheme in order to facilitate future linkage with the EU ETS. Linkage would also remove Australia’s planned quantitative limit on borrowing, as this does not exist under the EU ETS.

As some important differences persist between the two schemes, Australia would likely have to accept further concessions before a full bilateral link could be established with the EU ETS. The use of ACCUs generated through projects in agriculture and land-use management under the CFI would likely be raised as an issue by EU policymakers in future negotiation rounds, requiring further compromise from Australia’s side. Measurement, reporting, and verification rules are also expected to play a role in linkage negotiations.

Linkage could further lead to competitiveness concerns in Australia due to slight differences in sectoral coverage, the allocation methods, and particularly the inclusion of methane under the Australian scheme - a gas that is not covered under the EU ETS. The coverage of methane under the Australian ETS might raise carbon leakage and competitiveness concerns in the Australian coal industry which - unlike its EU counterpart - would have to pay for its methane emissions. Nevertheless, these concerns would exist irrespective of linkage and should therefore not prevent linkage per se.

Despite these concessions and concerns, Australia has much to gain from linkage with the EU ETS. According to estimates from the Australian Government, its abatement costs would be doubled if all reductions were carried out domestically. The lower abatement costs in the EU would reduce the allowance price faced by Australian entities. Consequently, Australia would be able to reach its emissions reduction target in a more cost-effective way.

An additional benefit for Australia would be the institutional lock-in a linkage agreement would create. The current developments show that Australia is divided over its carbon tax and the planned ETS, and that changes in government threaten to reverse decisions taken by previous governments. This creates uncertainty for businesses and can delay important low-carbon investments. If the ETS is introduced, international linkage would make its removal less likely and therefore enhance certainty and predictability for Australian businesses.

For the EU, linkage with the Australian ETS would represent significant progress. As expressed by the European Commissioner for Climate Action, Connie Hedegaard, linkage between the EU ETS and the Australian ETS provides “evidence of strong international cooperation on climate change and will build further momentum towards establishing a robust international carbon market.”

Compared to the previous two cases, the size of the Australian carbon market means that linkage would significantly extend the size of the carbon market that entities covered by the EU ETS can access. Australia would also exert a bigger influence on allowance prices in the linked market. As prices are expected to be higher in Australia, linkage to the Australian scheme would likely increase the price for EUAs, thereby partly offering a solution to the EU’s problem of low allowance prices.

Similar to the previous examples, the Australian case shows that linkage does not require complete harmonization between schemes. Some differences and associated concerns,
such as slight differences in sectoral coverage or in the allocation of allowances, would exist irrespective of linkage and therefore do not pose barriers. However, the Australian case also illustrates that certain differences have to be overcome and that amendments take place in the scheme that wants to link to the EU ETS. The EU requirement to remove price control measures and adapt the rules for the acceptance of Kyoto credits, followed by amendments in the Australian scheme, illustrates this point.

4.4 Lessons Learned from Existing Examples of Linkages between ETSs

Despite their differences, some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the Norwegian, Swiss, and Australian cases, which provide valuable lessons for the linkage of ETSs.

First, the cases show that linkage with the EU ETS does not require complete harmonization between schemes. Some differences do not pose barriers, either because they are small or easy to overcome or because their associated concerns would exist irrespective of linkage. This reasoning applies to MRV rules, the treatment of new entrants, trading periods, and allocation mechanisms. The Norwegian and Swiss examples show, for example, that slight differences in MRV arrangements do not prevent linkage as long as the regimes are robust. In all the cases, there were differences regarding the allocation of allowances, but this was not an obstacle.

However, and second, the EU asks for certain differences to be overcome in order to render linkage politically acceptable and environmentally effective. The EU requires largely harmonized penalty regimes and rules for the use of international offsets, as well as the removal of cost containment measures. The scope and coverage can differ slightly, but the case of Norway shows that the EU will usually require some harmonization in this regard.

Third, all of the cases analysed show that the amendments do not take place in the EU ETS but in the schemes linking to it. Norway, Switzerland, and Australia had to implement several changes in order to facilitate linkage with the EU ETS. The EU is becoming a model to which other ETSs converge. Consequently, the schemes linking to the EU will be faced with trade-offs.

Fourth, despite the required concessions, schemes stand to gain much from linking to the EU ETS. They benefit from access to a broader, more liquid market and linkage to the EU enables them to reduce emissions in a more cost-effective way. The Norwegian and Swiss cases also show that, as a significant trading partner, linkage to the EU ETS can help ease domestic competitiveness concerns that might exist in the presence of different carbon prices between the country’s own scheme and the EU ETS. Depending on the context, linkage to the EU might provide additional benefits. The Australian case shows, for example, that it can enhance the certainty and predictability of the ETS policy by creating an institutional lock-in.

Finally, while the EU does not face a real trade-off through linkage, it has a strong interest in linking to other domestic ETSs in order to show that such schemes are not only a popular and effective climate policy tool, but that ETSs - through linkage - can also help advance international cooperation in the area of climate change.
5. LINKING THE EU AND SOUTH KOREAN EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEMES

The South Korean ETS is scheduled to begin in 2015. The potential linkage to other schemes has already featured in the debates. It is therefore timely to assess linkage options for the South Korean scheme, particularly at a time when decisions about certain features of the scheme are still being taken. The size of the EU carbon market and its previous experience with linkage make the EU an attractive partner.

5.1 Rationale for a Linked EU-Korean Carbon Market

A linked EU-Korean carbon market holds potential benefits for both South Korea and the EU. While some of the benefits are the same as for the other linkage cases, the EU-Korean case offers additional advantages for both sides.

Benefits from a South Korean perspective

For South Korea, linking to the world’s largest carbon market could be an attractive option for several reasons. First, like in any linkage case, GHG reductions would be achieved more cost-effectively, allowing South Korea to realize overall efficiency gains. These gains could be particularly significant for South Korea, where the carbon price is expected to be high compared to other schemes. Under the proposed design of the South Korean ETS, the low-cost abatement options in the power and industry sectors are most likely insufficient to meet the reduction target, and abatement costs could reach levels of more than EUR 100/tCO$_2$e. Linkage to the EU ETS would reduce the South Korean carbon price through price convergence, thereby lowering compliance costs for covered entities. Second, linkage with the EU ETS would provide firms covered by the South Korean ETS with access to a broader, more liquid carbon market. At more than three times the size of the South Korean market, the EU carbon market would provide South Korean participants with a significantly wider range of abatement opportunities. Third, linkage has the potential to reduce the risk of carbon leakage. As mentioned above, the South Korean carbon price is expected to be high compared to other schemes. Linking with the EU ETS, where the carbon price is relatively low, would reduce compliance costs for South Korean firms. The lower price, in turn, could potentially decrease the risk of carbon leakage. Finally, South Korea could significantly benefit from the signalling effect that linkage to the EU ETS would create. The absence of a binding reduction commitment under the Kyoto Protocol could create a time-inconsistency problem for the South Korean Government. Linkage to the EU ETS would, however, make a policy reversal less likely and provide companies with more assurance that the ETS will prevail, thereby encouraging investments into low-carbon technologies.

Benefits from an EU perspective

Linkage would not only benefit South Korea, but also the EU. First, it would significantly extend the size of the carbon market to which EU-covered entities have access. If the link with Australia goes ahead as planned, then linkage to the South Korean ETS and the Australian ETS would create a joint carbon market of approximately 1.5 times the size of the current EU carbon market. The potential for cost-efficiency gains would be significant. The expected high abatement costs in South Korea mean that many net-selling entities in the EU would benefit from higher prices for the allowances they would sell to South Korean installations. Second, through the size of its carbon market, South Korea would have a non-negligible influence on the allowance price in the EU. As the South Korean carbon price is expected to be relatively high, linkage could increase allowance prices in the EU. It could therefore be part of the solution to the EU’s problem with low carbon prices. Finally, linkage with the South Korean ETS would be very interesting for the EU from an international policy perspective. It would provide another case of intercontinental linkage - or the first case if the Australian link does not go ahead - and the first example of linkage with a non-Annex I country.
5.2 Existing Facilitators for a Linked EU-Korean Carbon Market

The current plans for the South Korean ETS contain some features that would facilitate linkage with the EU ETS. The intention to design the South Korean scheme as a cap-and-trade system with an absolute emissions target would simplify linkage with the EU ETS by making it technically less complex. It would also give less room to concerns about cap integrity, competitiveness issues, and liquidity shocks that would be more pronounced if the South Korean ETS were to use intensity targets. Moreover, the banking rules under the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS are already aligned, therefore requiring no compromise in this area. Another facilitator for linkage is the high level of stringency with regard to the respective MRV rules. In light of the importance of robust MRV frameworks, this would contribute to the acceptance and effectiveness of linkage between the two schemes. Finally, while differences in the allocation of allowances do not prevent linkage, similar allocation mechanisms can reduce competitiveness concerns. The South Korean ETS and the EU ETS both contain special provisions for the free allocation of allowances to industries that are considered to be at significant risk of carbon leakage and the definitions for identifying such firms are the same in both systems.

5.3 Likely Barriers to a Linked EU-Korean Carbon Market

The current plans for the South Korean ETS contain some features that would likely pose barriers to linkage with the EU ETS. In addition, several elements of the scheme are yet to be developed, which, depending on the choices, could further complicate linkage.

Readjustment of allocations

A potentially significant barrier to linkage could result from the South Korean provision that allows for the readjustment of allocations. The ability of South Korean firms to request additional allowances from the reserve pool might raise competitiveness concerns among their EU counterparts. However, the criteria under which additional allowances may be granted to businesses are limited to three pre-defined circumstances. More problematic would be the fact that the South Korean authorities have the right to increase the total volume of available allowances under exceptional economic circumstances. After linkage, this would increase the total volume of allowances available in the joint carbon market. The ability of the South Korean Government to readjust the allocation could therefore prevent linkage with the EU ETS. While the recent EU proposal for a carbon market stability reserve would also provide an opportunity to adjust allowances in the EU's carbon market, the EU's proposal foresees an automatic stabilizer working under pre-defined rules. It is therefore more restricted than the South Korean provision.

Market stabilization measures

The provisions under the South Korean ETS that allow the Government to intervene with market-stabilizing measures might pose an important barrier to linkage. The difficulty involved in obtaining approval for the back-loading plan under the EU ETS and the debate surrounding the decision show that many in the EU oppose interventions in the carbon market - despite repeated problems with price volatility and crashes. The European Parliament only supported the back-loading measure in a second attempt with the assurance that the move would not be repeated. The flexibility under the South Korean ETS, which allows the Government to intervene if there are significant pre-defined changes in prices or trading volumes, is therefore likely to face EU opposition. Several of the market stabilization measures under the South Korean scheme are intended to prevent significant increases in allowance prices. In light of the EU's problem with low allowance prices, EU policymakers might find it unacceptable to link to a scheme that provides for cost containment measures. On the other hand, the South Korean provisions for market interventions are also intended to address significant price crashes. Given the EU's problem in this area, linkage could provide
part of the solution. Moreover, South Korean policymakers might not be willing to give up these flexibilities. The EU’s experience with price fluctuations might have taught South Korea a lesson, and the country might be committed to avoiding the EU’s problems. The EU’s stance on market stabilization measures may, however, be softening, as evidenced by the Commission’s recent legislative proposal for a market stability reserve. Nevertheless, even if implemented, this would be a more passive tool than the South Korean market stabilization provisions.

**Scope and coverage**

The difference in scope and coverage between the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS risks creating a significant barrier to linkage. The inclusion of three additional GHGs - CH$_4$, HFCs, and SF$_6$ - as well as indirect emissions under the South Korean ETS could face opposition from the EU. The extended scope and coverage of the South Korean scheme involves monitoring and accounting difficulties, which could therefore complicate linkage. The inclusion of some additional GHGs could perhaps be acceptable for the EU. Australia intends to cover methane emissions under its ETS, a move that has not faced any opposition from the EU during linkage negotiations. However, the ability to monitor all covered gases with high accuracy would be crucial for the acceptance of additional GHGs under a linked system. In this regard, the difficulty involved in accurately accounting for indirect emissions could be a particular challenge. Not only does the inclusion of indirect emissions complicate the reporting and compliance processes, it can also result in a misallocation of allowances.$^{240}$ In light of these risks and difficulties, the EU might not be willing to link with the South Korean ETS in its currently planned form. However, if the EU accepted the inclusion of indirect emissions under the South Korean scheme, it would certainly require extremely accurate accounting methods.

However, the EU is not the only entity that might find linkage unacceptable under the given circumstances. South Korean policymakers might consider the scope and coverage of the EU ETS too limited. The impact of the additional GHGs on global warming and the potential to improve energy efficiency through the inclusion of indirect emissions might lower South Korea’s desire to link with the EU ETS. In addition, the differences in scope and coverage might also provoke resistance from South Korean business circles who could oppose linkage due to competitiveness concerns. Certain South Korean firms would see their GHG emissions covered, while their EU counterparts would not. While these concerns would exist irrespective of linkage, the difference in scope and coverage might nevertheless lead to strong resistance to linkage in South Korea, where businesses have already voiced strong opposition to the introduction of the ETS.$^{241}$

**Penalty regime**

The design of the South Korean penalty regime has the potential to create a barrier to linkage. So far, only the fine for non-compliant companies has been agreed on. However, the most relevant decision on the design of the penalty rules remains to be taken, namely whether non-compliant companies will, in addition, be required to surrender the missing allowances. In the absence of such a requirement, linkage with the EU ETS might prove difficult. This is due to the fact that the cap on the South Korean fine would effectively form a price ceiling for the ETS if firms are not required to submit missing allowances. Linkage means that the price cap would propagate into the EU ETS - something EU policymakers would most likely find unacceptable, given the EU’s resistance to price control measures. If South Korea decided to add the requirement to surrender missing allowances, this would facilitate linkage.

**Borrowing of allowances**

Another potential barrier to linkage between the ETSs in the EU and South Korea is related to the rules for the borrowing of allowances. South Korea intends to limit borrowing at ten percent of a firm’s compliance requirement. While borrowing under the EU ETS is only implicitly possible, there are no quantitative restrictions. In light of the absence of a quantity limit for
borrowing under the EU ETS, South Korean policymakers might find linkage unacceptable, as the EU feature would propagate into the South Korean ETS, thereby effectively removing the restriction.

Rules for the use of international offset credits

The rules for the use of international offset credits could also complicate linkage. The preceding analysis shows that linkage requires some harmonization between schemes with regard to the use of offset credits, since linkage creates a common pool of allowances. South Korea’s quantitative restrictions are likely to be more stringent. Entities covered by the South Korean ETS will only be allowed to use international credits from Phase III for a maximum of 50 percent of the total offset limit - domestic and international - set at ten percent of a company’s compliance obligations. The eligibility criteria for international offset credits are unknown at the time of writing. However, it is likely that the EU would expect South Korea to exclude similar credits, namely those generated from projects related to nuclear facilities, LULUCF, and the destruction of industrial gases. Linkage to the UN’s offset market, and therefore the acceptance of CERs and ERUs under the South Korean ETS, is uncertain at the time of writing. Reservations by South Korean policymakers with regard to Kyoto credits could prevent them from linking to the EU ETS, which is linked to the UN offset market. However, this problem is likely to change given the EU’s recent announcement that emissions reductions for 2020-30 will have to be met through domestic actions alone - unless an ambitious global climate deal under which the EU might commit to a steeper reduction target and re-introduce the acceptance of offsets is reached in 2015. The EU’s potential ban of international offset credits could result in a situation where the EU does not accept international offsets but South Korea does. In case of linkage, EU and South Korean policymakers would have to find a solution to deal with this difference.

5.4 Acceptable Differences for Linkage

While some differences have the potential to prevent linkage between the EU ETS and the South Korean ETS, linkage would not require complete harmonization between the two schemes.

The rules for the treatment of new entrants and plant closures are unlikely to create an obstacle. South Korean plans show that an allowance reserve will be created for new entrants. However, the size of the reserve and the rules for allocating reserve allowances have yet to be determined. The regulation for the treatment of plant closures is also unknown at the time of writing. Nevertheless, the preceding case studies, as well as initial differences in the rules between EU member states themselves, show that this is an area that does not require full harmonization.

Differences will certainly exist with regard to the allocation of allowances. First, free allocations will be higher under the South Korean ETS, where the scheme will only start in 2015, while free allocations under the EU ETS, which has now been in place for eight years, are increasingly being replaced by auctioning. Mechanisms for the free allocation of allowances will also differ with regard to companies considered to be at significant risk of carbon leakage. While South Korean firms falling under this category will receive all their allowances for free, their EU counterparts will be allocated free allowances based on an industry benchmark method. However, previous experience has shown that differences in allocation mechanisms exist in most cases without preventing linkage per se. Such differences might raise equity concerns because of the initial transfer of wealth through free allocations, but the concerns would also exist in the absence of linkage. Therefore, the EU and South Korea do not have to align their allocation mechanisms.

5.5 Trade-offs for South Korea

Several differences would be unacceptable for the EU and would require changes to the
South Korean ETS in order to facilitate linkage. Consequently, South Korean policymakers need to weigh the benefits against the compromises and potential losses the country would face as a result of linkage. The trade-offs need to be considered in light of South Korea’s policy priorities.

Considering benefits

Despite the absence of a binding reduction commitment under the Kyoto Protocol, South Korea is committed to emissions reductions in order to help the country achieve new growth and guarantee its competitive position in the world economy. At the same time, price stability and predictability are of relatively great importance. At the beginning of the ETS, South Korea is therefore unlikely to accept significant price increases as a result of linkage. However, linkage with the EU ETS is unlikely to raise the South Korean carbon price. On the contrary, linking the South Korean ETS with the EU ETS would most likely decrease permit prices for South Korean entities, allowing them to meet their reduction targets at a lower cost. South Korean companies with low abatement costs would lose out, as these net sellers would receive lower prices for the allowances they sell. However, several previous net sellers might find it cheaper to meet their compliance obligations through purchases of lower-price EUAs and would therefore benefit from linkage despite changing their status from net sellers to net buyers. In light of the expected high carbon price, the overall cost-efficiency gains South Korea could realize from linkage are likely to outweigh distributional concerns. The expected decrease of the South Korean carbon price in case of linkage with the EU ETS could further reduce the risk of carbon leakage for South Korea. With a lower carbon price in South Korea, emissions might be less likely to move to countries with lower or no carbon costs. However, the differences in scope and coverage of the two schemes may limit the potential for reducing the risk of carbon leakage. In addition, South Korean policymakers should consider the benefits of creating an institutional lock-in through linkage and the associated signalling effect, which is likely to encourage more investments into low-carbon technologies.

Considering compromises

Differences in scope and coverage might lead to concerns for some South Korean firms, who might fear reduced competitiveness vis-à-vis their non-covered EU counterparts. While this inequality in the way businesses are treated would also exist in the absence of linkage, South Korean firms might nevertheless use it as an argument against linkage. In line with the previous linkage cases, South Korea would likely have to make several amendments to its own ETS in order to facilitate linkage with the EU ETS. The preceding assessment shows that South Korea might have to restrict its flexibility to readjust allowance allocations and to intervene with market-stabilizing measures. Moreover, the EU may request that the penalty regime contain a requirement for non-compliant companies to surrender missing allowances in order to prevent the introduction of a price cap. South Korea would also most likely have to give up its quantity limit on the borrowing of allowances, since linkage would extend the EU’s implicit, but unlimited borrowing rules to the South Korean scheme. Linkage may also require compromises with regard to the use of international offset credits. Under the current rules of the EU ETS, South Korea would have to indirectly accept Kyoto units as a result of linkage. At the same time, South Korea would have to impose some restrictions on the types of project credits accepted. In line with EU rules, this would most likely have to exclude credits generated from projects related to nuclear facilities, LULUCF, and the destruction of industrial gases. As mentioned, the situation may, however, change, since the EU’s recent 2030 climate framework suggests that international offsets will no longer be accepted for compliance after 2020. Finally, the scope and coverage is another area where South Korea might have to accept concessions. Not only would the country have to agree to link to a scheme that is more limited, the EU might
also require the exclusion of indirect emissions and some of the additional three GHGs in order to commit to the linkage.

For South Korea, linkage would clearly involve several compromises. The concessions and loss of regulatory control over its own scheme have to be weighed against the potentially significant benefits the country could achieve through linkage to the EU ETS. Policymakers will have to carefully consider the potential gains, compromises, and risks that linkage would entail.

5.6 Trade-offs for the EU

For the EU, linkage with the South Korean ETS holds several advantages without requiring much compromise. It is similar to the previous linkage cases in that South Korea would mostly be the one having to make concessions by aligning key features with the EU ETS. The size of the South Korean carbon market implies that the country’s influence on the carbon price in the joint market could be significant. The expectation for the high carbon price in South Korea could be a strong motivation for linkage for some in the EU, since it could offer part of the solution to boost the price of EUAs. In addition, linkage to the first national Asian-Pacific ETS would send an important signalling effect about the EU’s commitment to international cooperation in the area of climate change and the EU’s success in advancing international climate change action through ETSs. The size of the South Korean ETS does, however, also hold risks. As a relatively large carbon market, the EU is more exposed to developments in South Korea than in the case of linkage to smaller schemes. Nevertheless, the potentially significant gains would most likely outweigh the concerns about risk exposure.

Linkage negotiations with South Korea might, however, differ from the previous cases, where the EU was largely able to request harmonization from the other schemes. The differences between the EU and the other schemes were usually small, and the other schemes had a significant interest in linking to the world’s largest carbon market, which made them willing to accept the necessary compromises. While South Korea is also likely to realize significant gains from linkage with the EU ETS, the country might be less willing to compromise on some elements of its scheme. Having learned from the EU’s problem with price volatility and crashes, South Korea might not be easily convinced to give up its flexibility with regard to market stabilization measures, for example.

5.7 Implications for the South Korean Emissions Trading Scheme

The assessment shows that linkage with the EU ETS holds potentially significant benefits for South Korea, particularly with regard to cost-efficiency. South Korean policymakers should therefore seriously assess a possible future link with the EU ETS. Under the current plans for the South Korean ETS, certain elements of the scheme are already designed in a way that would facilitate linkage to the EU ETS.

Harmonization with the EU ETS

The analysis made clear that several elements of the South Korean ETS would pose significant barriers, which could prevent linkage between the two schemes. If South Korea has an interest in achieving the benefits linkage has to offer, then the country may have to be prepared to make several amendments to its scheme. South Korea should be particularly prepared for concessions with regard to its allocation readjustment provisions and market stabilization measures. Amendments could be made prior to the introduction of the ETS in 2015, over the course of the trial phases, or at a later stage.

Decisions on some design features have yet to be taken. If South Korea has a serious interest in linking its scheme with the EU ETS, it may be beneficial to choose designs that facilitate linkage without undermining its effectiveness and key priorities. Those responsible for the design of the South Korean ETS should particularly consider the following aspects. First, the introduction of a requirement for non-compliant companies to surrender missing allowances in addition to paying the fine in
order to remove the de facto price cap. Second, an imposition of quality requirements for the use of offset credits that exclude activities related to nuclear facilities, LULUCF, and the destruction of industrial gases.

**Propagation of EU features into the South Korean ETS**

In addition, South Korean policymakers should be aware of the potential propagation of certain elements of the EU ETS into their own ETS. First, linkage with the EU ETS would effectively remove South Korea’s quantitative restrictions on the borrowing of allowances, as no such limits exist under the EU ETS. Second, since linkage creates a common pool of offset credits, South Korea would in fact indirectly accept Kyoto offsets since these can be used for compliance under the EU ETS — although this may change under the EU’s 2030 framework.

**Existing uncertainties**

With regard to the scope and coverage, some amendments and compromises will most probably be required, but the extent of those changes is difficult to predict. Scope and coverage might further be an area where the EU could be willing to make concessions. The coverage of additional gases could involve compromises from both the EU and South Korea. The planned inclusion of methane under the Australian ETS implies that the EU might be willing to accept linkage with the South Korean scheme even under this extended coverage. For the other two gases - HFCs and SF₆ - and the inclusion of indirect emissions, the outcome is more difficult to predict. South Korean policymakers should be aware that the EU might request their exclusion or, at the very least, require the existence of accurate monitoring and accounting procedures. However, EU policymakers should also take into account the possibility that South Korea might not be willing to exclude the additional GHGs or indirect emissions from its ETS.

**Recommendations for policymakers**

It is recommended that policymakers in South Korea clearly assess a potential link with the EU ETS now. This can provide clarity about their interest in such a link and the potential benefits. Policymakers should then carefully evaluate how this compares to the compromises and risks the country would face as a result of linkage. Many compromises would result from the differences in the design of the two schemes. South Korea should therefore consider whether certain changes to its current plans could be beneficial in the long run. Enhancing harmonization through the alignment of relevant features prior to the start of the ETS in 2015 could prevent difficulties related to the implementation of changes in the future. Alternatively, certain elements that have the potential to prevent linkage, such as allocation readjustments or market stabilization measures, could be implemented as temporary measures with a phase-out date. This would give South Korea additional flexibilities during the trial periods of its ETS, while facilitating linkage in the future.

Policymakers in the EU and South Korea should enter a transparent dialogue early on to openly discuss ambitions, priorities, and barriers. This would provide both parties with a better understanding of the opportunities and limits of linkage and facilitate future negotiations. Such a dialogue can already start prior to the introduction of the South Korean ETS. The Australian case shows, for example, that negotiations can begin and an agreement can be reached even before the start of an ETS.

Should South Korea not be ready to face significant trade-offs at the beginning of its ETS, it could consider initially establishing a unilateral link to the EU ETS. Norway put into place a one-way link to the EU ETS before the full bilateral link came into force, and Australia plans to do the same. A unilateral link can be implemented more easily - both legally
and practically - offering more flexibility while still providing key benefits. Firms covered by the South Korean ETS would gain access to a larger carbon market and face lower compliance costs. At the same time, South Korea would not be required to immediately harmonize its system with the EU ETS, allowing the country to preserve its flexibilities and differences. The bilateral link could then be negotiated at a later date once the South Korean ETS has been in place long enough to facilitate amendments.
6. CONCLUSION AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Emissions trading schemes offer a cost-effective solution for countries to curb their GHG emissions. Linkage between such schemes can further enhance overall cost-efficiency and provide additional benefits. However, linkage also involves disadvantages and trade-offs and requires a certain degree of harmonization between schemes. As a result, policymakers may have to make some adjustments to their domestic ETSs. Linkage does not, however, require complete harmonization, and certain differences can exist between linked schemes.

To date, direct linkages have been established or are being negotiated between the EU, on the one hand, and Norway, Switzerland, and Australia, on the other hand. The analysis of these case studies provided interesting insights. Despite their differences, the Norwegian, Swiss, and Australian cases supported the argument that linkage does not require complete harmonization, but that a sufficient alignment of key elements is a precondition for linkage. The case studies illustrated that the EU requires largely harmonized penalty regimes and rules for the use of international offset credits, as well as a removal of cost containment measures. In order to facilitate linkage with the EU ETS, Norway, Switzerland, and Australia had to align some elements of their schemes with the EU scheme. The willingness of these countries to implement the necessary changes shows the high value they attach to linkage with the EU ETS. Nevertheless, differences still exist between the EU ETS and the above schemes, for example with regard to MRV arrangements, allocation methods, and even the scope and coverage, proving that ETSs do not need to be perfectly harmonized in order to be linked.

The emergence of cases of linkage and the benefits it can offer make it worthwhile to consider linkage at an early stage when designing domestic ETSs. South Korea, where the introduction of the ETS is scheduled for January 2015, provides an interesting case in point. With the South Korean carbon price expected to reach high levels, linkage with the EU ETS would provide an opportunity to lower the compliance costs for covered entities. In addition to this and the general linkage benefits, South Korea would particularly profit from the signalling effect of linkage for South Korean firms, which could help encourage investments into low-carbon technologies.

With a relatively large carbon market, South Korea not only stands to gain from linkage, but also has much to offer to the EU. South Korea would likely exert a non-negligible influence on the allowance price in the linked carbon market. Given the prediction of a relatively high carbon price in South Korea, linkage could therefore provide a much-needed boost to the EU’s carbon price. Linkage with the first Asian-Pacific ETS would further strengthen the EU’s signalling effect with regard to its commitment to international cooperation on climate change mitigation and the role ETSs can play in this regard.

For South Korea, the potential linkage with the EU ETS would, however, also involve trade-offs. In line with the previous linkage cases, it can be expected that a sufficient degree of harmonization of scheme elements would be a precondition for linkage. Under the current plans for the South Korean ETS, several elements could pose significant barriers to linkage and may therefore require adjustments. This particularly concerns the provisions for market stabilization measures and the readjustment of allocations. In addition, the EU might ask South Korea to exclude indirect emissions and the three additional GHGs - CH\(_4\), HFCs, and SF\(_6\) - from the scope of the ETS. Decisions on several elements of the South Korean ETS remain to be taken and could depend on the choices create barriers or facilitators. They concern the penalty regime and eligibility criteria for international offset credits. In addition to possible adjustments in these areas, South Korea could face further compromises as a result of the propagation of EU features into its own scheme, such as unlimited borrowing of allowances. While linkage to the EU ETS would
involve trade-offs for South Korea, the country could realize substantial gains from linking to the world’s largest carbon market. Moreover, as illustrated by the previous cases, South Korea would not need to fully align its scheme with the EU ETS. Some differences could prevail, for example with regard to the treatment of new entrants or allowance allocations.

Compared to the previous cases, linkage negotiations between the EU and South Korea could take on a different dynamic. South Korea might be less likely to agree to adjustments for elements it considers essential, for example the extended scope and coverage or its provisions for market stabilization measures. As a result, the EU might have to accept some compromises itself.

In light of the significant gains linkage could provide to both the EU and South Korea, policymakers in both entities would benefit from establishing an open and transparent dialogue to discuss the potential for linkage of their respective schemes early on. South Korean policymakers should, in particular, assess the country’s interest in linking with the EU ETS, taking into account the advantages and disadvantages. This could help inform them in their final design choices for the ETS and identify the best way and timeline to implement the necessary changes.

The establishment of linkages between domestic ETSs is an interesting and pertinent development to follow over the next few years. In addition to the final stages in the creation of the Swiss-EU link, the Australian case should be watched with particular attention. If Australia does not go ahead with the planned ETS, this could have negative effects for the EU, which stands to gain much from this planned first intercontinental linkage. Conversely, should the linkage between the EU ETS and the Australian scheme take place as agreed, this could prove to be an important stepping stone for further intercontinental linkages with emerging schemes, including South Korea.

Linkage between domestic ETSs offers an interesting opportunity for international cooperation in climate policy, while allowing countries to maintain some national autonomy. However, its potential depends on the willingness of a growing number of countries to implement ETSs and to sufficiently align them in order to enable linkages. If linkage turns into a growing climate policy trend, it could offer an opportunity to complement international cooperation on climate change mitigation through a bottom-up approach. With the growing number of countries implementing or considering ETSs and the increasing interest in linkage, the development of linkages should be watched carefully by policymakers in the years to come.

In the context of growing unilateral climate change action and the associated competitiveness and carbon leakage concerns, linkage between domestic ETSs can offer an alternative to border carbon adjustments (BCAs) - a unilateral measure proposed by some governments, aimed at equalizing the carbon cost by taxing imports from countries with lower or no carbon cost. Linking ETSs can help address concerns about distortions in competitiveness and the risk of carbon leakage in a cooperative way, rather than implementing BCAs.

Ultimately, linkage can contribute to sustainable development. Not only does linkage enhance the cost-effectiveness of ETSs, it also has the potential to reduce possible distortions in competitiveness as well as the risk of carbon leakage that can arise through the unilateral implementation of ETSs. Linkage can further support important investments into low-carbon technologies. Consequently, emissions reductions can be undertaken without adversely affecting economic development. On the contrary, through increasing investments into low-carbon technologies, linkage between ETSs can contribute to sustainable economic growth, while reducing GHG emissions.
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